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•Police Beat

Jeff Slinker!The News

Desp ite the hot weather conditions, Andy H owerton, sophomore from
· Glen Carbon, Ill. plays croquet in the Q.uad Wednesday: afternoon.

Center holds fundraiser
for breast cancer victim

Tournament raises money
for chlldren's philanthropy

The Women's Center will present
Lemonade on the Lawn for Life from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Tuesday in front of the Carr
Health Building.
Students may purchase a cup of lemon·
ade for $2 or, for $5, students may receive
refills as long as they bring their cup back.
Proceeds go to a hreast cancer victim that
docs not have health insurance.

The members of Sigma Sigma Sigma will
host Vollcybash at 4 p.m. Friday at the volleyball courts behind Winslow Dining Hall.
The entry fee received from the fraterni·
ties and sororities benefits the Robbie Page
Memorial, which supports play therapy for
children.
Students are welcome to watch the com·
petitors at the event and purchase T·shirts.
Part of the money earned from T -shirt
sales also benefits the philanthropy.
In case of rain, the event will be held in
the Carr Health North Gym.
For more information, call Kellen Allen
at (618) 334-2221

Student organization hosts
night with entertainment
The International Student Organizations
are holding a Multicultural night Friday in
the Curris Center Theater.
Students will have the opportunity to try
food from different parts of the world and
see entertainment by Murray State interna·
tional students.
Food sampling begins at 6 p.m. and the
entertainment begins at 7 p.m. Friday in the
Curris Center Theater.
Tickets can be purchased at the door and
are $2 for students and $5 for the general
public.
'

Emily Wuchner, assistant news editor,
compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like
to submit information for Campus Briefly,
phone 762-4480.

Thursday, Aprll13

Saturday, April IS

6:55 a.m. Officers at Hart College
served a first degree burglary and
second degree assault warrant to
Justin W. Clark. 20, freshman from
Owensboro. Officers also served a
first degree burglary and second
degree assault warrant to Joel K.
Erlichson, 19, freshman from
Chesterfield, Mo. An officer took
the report.
7:55 a.m. A caller at White College
repo rted a vehicle wrapped in
paper. No damage was done to the
vehicle and the grounds crew
cleaned up the mess.
12:16 p .m. A caller reported that
someone took fire extinguishers
from pontoon boats at the Hancock Biological Station. An officer
took the report.
6:38p.m. A caller from Roy Stewart Stadium found a syringe over
the fence by the baseball field. The
officer found three more syringes,
which he placed in a biocontainer.
The officer took a report.
ll:47 p .m. An officer at 16th Street
near Public Safety issued a citation
to Dustin R. Fisher, 18, freshman
from Paris, Tenn., for possession
of alcohol by a minor and drinking
alcohol in 'a public place.

12:41 a.m. An officer at Regents
College issued citations for posses·
sion of alcohol by a minor and
drinking in a public place to Kate
K. Reeves, 19, freshman from Mur·
ray and James K. Jarreh, 18, freshman from Hayti, Mo.
11:11 p .m. A caller from the
Regional Specht Events Center
reported a vehicle at the rear of the
building needed to be moved. The
officer did not make contact with
the owner of the vehicle.
9:48 p.m. A officer at Hughes
Street reported gun shots and notified the Murray Police Department. The investigating officer
believed the noise may have come
from either Hughes Street or the
bowling alley.

Sunday, Aprill6
8:41 a.m. A caller from Price
Doyle Fine Arts requested access
to the building to retrieve musical
instruments for a performance in
Paducah. The students was not on
the access list and the individual
stated they would fmd a teacher to
·
let them in.
5:26 p .m. An officer from the
Industry and Technology building
reported bike r iders on the loading
dock. The two riders were asked to
move off campus.
10:50 p.m. A caller from the 16th
Street tennis courts reported loud
music was coming from someone's
car stereo. The owner turned off
the stereo.

Friday, Aprill4
3:20a.m. A caller from White College reported a strange smell in
their room. Central Plant and the
Murray Fire Department were
advised. An air conditioning motor
caused the smell, and an electrician disconnected the motor. The
state ftre marshall was notified and
a report was taken.
3:48 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported that individuals oo
the fourth floor balcony were
causing a disturbance. The officers
warned the ·subjects to keep the
noise down.
11:05 a.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported that students were
throwing a ball at the second floor
windows. The officer reported that
there were several students in the
area but none were throwing a ball.
4:41 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported a male was staggering on Hamilton Ave and
walked in front of an oncoming
car. Officers located and arrested
Aaron l?~ger, non-student from
Murray for alcohol intoxication.

Monday, Aprlll7
12:30 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported that an individual
flashed a knife to residents. The
residents refused to talk to the officer. The officer took a report.
U :S5 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a noise complaint
because the neighbor downstairs
had been loud all night. The resident adviser on call was notified.
4:29p.m. A caller from Roy Stewart Stadium reported a high school
student lost track shoes at a track
meet Friday. The caller wanted to
know if the shoes were turned into
Public Safety.
5:30 p.m. A :resident adviser from
Franklin College reported the
smell of marijuana on the third

floor south wing. The officer
reported a heavy smell of perfume
in the area and the officer checked
the building.
7:02 p.m. A resident adviser at
Hester College reported a subject
threw water balloons out a window. The caller identified the
room. The officer took an information report.

Tuesday, Aprill8
7:29 p.m. An officer at the Ryan
Street parking lot {eported a vehicle with the trunk lid open. The
officer secured the trunk.
8:11 p.m. A caller from Regents
Drive reported a vehicle was damaged on campus. The officer took a
report for criminal mischief.
8:16 p .m. A caller from the Five
Points parking lot reported a nonstudent shooting fireworks in the
lot. The subject, who was playing
with homemade sparklers, was
asked to move off campus. The
subject complied.
11:03 p.m. An officer at the residential college circle issued a cita·
tion to Corey T. Hart, non-student
of Hazel, for violation of the state's
helmet law.

Wednesday, Aprlll9
11:34 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a stove did not
work. The Murray Fire Department
and Facilities Management were
notified. The stove caused no
smoke or fire and Facilities Management said it would replace the
stove. The officer took a report.
9:03 p .m. An caller from College
Circle reported another subject
was going to assault him. An officer talked with both subjects and a
report was taken.
1&.14 p.m. A caller from Hamilton
Field reported a group of people at
the field were playing loud music.
The group was leaving the area
when the officer arrived.

Motorist assists - I
Racer escorts - 5
Arrests - I

Emily Wuchner, assistant news editor, compiles Police Beat with
materials Public Safety provides.
A ll dispatched calls are not lu ted.
For a complete listing, visit
www.thenews.org.

Attention
Seniors!
SENIOR

BREAKF~ST

Thursday, May 4, 2006
8 a.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom
Seniors and graduate students who are graduating '
in May and August 2006 are invited to the breakfast

, ••• O'CHARGS
~oflt~~

BRANDON~IORlD
.

Students should RSVP to the O ffice of Student Affa irs no later than
Thursday, April 27. Facu lty and staff may purchase tickets for $5.00
from their department secretary or the Office of Student Affairs.

For more information contact the office at 809-6831 or e-mail
at studentaffairs@murraystate.edu

.

PLEASE BE OUR GUEST ...

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• !reatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-lns Welcome

753-5507
EYES &EYEWEAR

Dr. Douglaa W. Payne

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Loa Portales, Murray

Take a look at our large Selection
of Designer Frames and Sunglasses:

GUCCI
kate spade

RA L P H

Armani
Tommy Hilfiger
B URBERRY Valentino
RALPH LAUREN

..(Juulit!J E!J<Hm ·Jut til<' Etllitt · FulllliiJ. ·

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

fJ-fear Christ Proc(aimei
'A.yri( 23ri - 28th
Pau( ~arnhart

Everyone is welcome ...
Bring your Bible and· let us reason together...
Truth does not feat investigation ...
Don't let someone else do your thinking for you!

0
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"
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Sunday Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Monday through Friday

10 a.m .
10:50 a.m.

6p.m.
7:30 p.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Comer of Doran Rd. and Holiday Rd . tum left, go past Murray
···
High School, 4th street on left is Holiday Dr.

-
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-Students sound off on Affirmative Action Regents
j

together the campus as one positive
learning environment.
Action (Policy), and then somehow
"It's a melting pot of individuals,"
that's going to create more job
Robertson said. "I think that's the
opportunities for blacks and
more important message that we
women. I just don't see the correlashould be sending out ... just that in
tion."
the learning environment they
should feel comfortable. That's
She said she does not understand
how removing gays and lesbians
what we're here for, to promote
from the policy would promote the
that."
Misty York, communication
hiring of minorities and women
director for Kentucky Fairness
since both of these groups can also
Alliance, said she hopes the govertion.~'
be homosexual.
nor's decision would not affect
"What do those people do? In all
Murray State's Alliance.
honestly what good would this do,"
Stephanie Wells
"College campuses are for stu• Wells said. "It's something they're
Alliance President
dents to get a broader view of the
taking out of something ... How is
world, and if they are denied that
that a positive thing at all, even if
the fact is that they don't ask these from U of L. and all of these model
"There is a statement in the stu- opportunity. then our higher educa- )
questions?"
schools we model after in Ken- dent handbook dealing with intoler- tion system isn't doing the best they
Fletcher's actions also may make tucky."
ance, which talks about sexual ori- can do for their students," she said.
Legislative Liaison for Kentucky I
it harder for Alliance - the gay, lesWells said Alliance hopes more entation, so there could be a sense
bian, bisexual, transgender and progress can be made after officials that's enough," Robertson said. Fairness Alliance Wes Wright said
straight group on campus - to get appoint a new University president. "That may be (sexual orientation) is it was ironic Fletcher used Diversisexual orientation added to Murray
Even though the new addition covered by the general statement in ty Day to make his hiring policy less
diverse.
State's non-discrimination policy, · would primarily affect homosexu- place already."
·
"To strip discrimination from hirshe said.
Because of Fletcher's decision.
als, she said sexual orientation
Murray State is one of two public includes everyone, whether they Robertson said Alliance's task may ing practices and call the event
Diversity Day is a slap in the face of
Kentucky universities that does not are gay, straight, bisexual or trans- be more difficult.
include sexual orientation in the gender.
He signed Alliance's petition and people statewide," Wright said.
Even though they hit this bump in
nondiscriminatory policy.
"If we wanted to go that route, we said from a Student Affairs perspecEach university clqsely .followed would say non-discrimination tive, his goal and purpose is to cre- the road, Stephanie Wells remains
the same plan to receive support against homosexuals but we're not," ate a positive learning environment positive and said if sexual orientafrom their respective student gav- Wells said. "The thing I always tell for all students and to make sure tion is not added to Murray State's
ernment associations.
people who try to think it shouldn't they are all treated equally and fair- non-discrimination policy, they
would not give up the fight.
They presented research and pro- be included is that if I could go out ly.
Alliance members will continue
vided a petition with at least 1,000 and discriminate against people for
"(Homosexuals) are an important •
signatures before a board of regents being straight, would that make it part of our campus just like other to invite students to sign their petior trustees approved the policy any more right if that were to hap- students," Roberston said. "There- tion and research these issues to
addition.
pen."
fore. our role is to help every stu- fmd a new approach to getting sexWells said Alliance's plan has not
If this were to happen, heterosex- dent feel a part of campus. So if the ual orientation added to the nonchanged because of the governor's uals would be protected under sex- sense from that group (is) that it's discrimination clause.
"If it doesn't have the turnout that
order.
ual orientation if anyone were to be important to them, then we're there
we wanted or expected, then we'll
"Our plan of action was to basi- discriminated against on the basis to support students in general."
cally gather information, student of being straight.
To accomplish this, he said an up just try a different way to do it,"
support (and) faculty suppQrt,
Don Robertson, vice president of front approach to how the Universi- Wells said. "The end result is, in my
which is what the petition is there Student Affairs, said there might ty supports its students is essential. opinion, rights will be granted and
for," she said. "And then outside not be a need for the University to
Additionally, it is important not this is just the first step at least
resources like getting comments include sexual orientation in the to endorse one issue over the other. here at Murray State's cdmpus•. to
from Western, getting comments policy for various reasons.
but to focus instead on bringing getting rights."

From Pagel

" I don't see the removing of this
being positive whatsoever. I don't
even see the correlation between sexual orientation and removing it from
the Affirmative Action (Policy), and
then somehow that's going to create
more job opportunities for blacks and
women. I just don't see the correla-

f

Committee interviews final 3 candidates for dean
Marianne Stonefield
Staff Writer
mstonejield@thenews.org

The search committee for
the new dean of the College
of Business and Pub~ic
Affairs has narrowed its list
of possible candidates
three.
Sandra Jordan, assistant
provost, said the committee
has selected applicants who
would bring distinction to
the position.
"I think we're very fortunate," Jordan said. "We had
a rich and diverse list of
candidates."
The search began Oct. 3
after Dannie Harrison, dean
of the College of Business
and
Public
Affairs,
announced his retirement.
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Early this month, the BPA
search committee narrowed
the list of applicants to
three: James Mc~py, professor of Economics and
Finance at Murray State;
Rodney Alsup, senior associate dean f()r the executive
ed.ucation programs at the
Michael J. Coles School of
Business at Kennesaw State
University in Kennesaw,
Ga.; and Steve Williams,
dean of the College of Business and Leadership at Fort
Hays State University in
Hays, Kan.
James McCoy had interviews April 10 · and ll with
faculty, students and community members. Jordan
said McCoy's interviews
went well.
"We had a lot of con-

stituents that were involved
in the process," Jordan said.
"All of his meetings I think
went really well."
McCoy received his A.B:
in economics from Xavier
University and his Ph.D. in
international · economics
and economic development
from the University of
North · Carolina at Chapel
Hill.
He taught at North Carolina State University and
was a visiting professo.r at
universities in other countries, including Belize. Finland, Jamaica and Poland.
He has worked at Murray
State since 1994. '
Rodney Alsup received
his master ·of business
administration in accounting from Eastern
Kentucky
,

University and his Ph.D. in
business
administration
from the University of Kentucky. He retired from the
Georgia army national
guard in 1995 as an army
rotazy wing pilot.
: )~.{! tayght at the Robert G.
Merrick School of Business
at tire ' university of ·Baltimore ' and has worked at
Kennesaw State since 1995.
Jordan said he has "extensive experience."
Steve Williams received
his master of science in
business' at Colorado State
University and his Ph.D. in
business administration at
the University of Nebraska.
Williams taught at a Singapore university and
Texas Southern University
in Houston, and has worked

at Fort Hays State since
2003.

Because he is already a
dean, Jordan said Williams
brings to the table unique
qualifications and experience.
Jordan said the BPA dean
search committee is on
schedule with the search.
"The process needs to be
... as fair as possible.'' Jordan
said. "We are very excited
about the candidates."
Alsup came to Murray
State for interviews earlier
thls week, and Williams will
visit the University Monday
and Tuesday.
Jordan said the candidates could not be contacted. The new dean will be
named before July 1, when
the position begins.
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COME ENJOY OUR OUTDOOR

..

SEATING.

OUR DECK IS NOW

OPEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER.
II a.m. · midnight • Open Monda~ · Saturda~
Happ~' Hour 3 p.m.- fl p.m. dail)'

VISIT US
ON THE
WEB
thenews.org

The area's best bands live every Thursday

April27
Clarence Dobbins

May2
Special Tuesday Bluegrass Show,
Bawn in the Mash
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narrow list
of applicants.
From Pagel
to meet. ·~ Everyone should have the
chance to give us their input. and they
can let us know of any red nags and voice
problems." ,
Strieter also served on the presidential
selection committee when former President F)Gng Alexander was chosen, but
said .this search had a .stron~er group of
app~can~. Also, des pit~ be~g ~he lone
vote against Alexander .s hire m 2001,
Strieter said he was the best president in
the ~t 25 years. .
Strieter would like to sec someone
with similar qualities for the next president. He said interim president Kern
Ale,xander was not participating in the
1
PfOCess.
. Student Gov~mment As~ociation Prestdent Scott Ell1~0~ also sat.d he hopes lo
?ad someone s~milar to Kin_g Alexander
m the .way h~ mtera~t~d wtth s.tudent~.
~e satd havmg a VISible pre~tdent lS
1mpo~ant for students.
"I~'s my job to make sure I'm tlnding a
president .who's good fot .the stude~ts,"
Ellison Said. "We were kmd _of spolled
with King, b~t if I could find some~nc
who works With students as well as King
did, it would be .great."
..
The board Will make a final dects1on
about the next president a few days after
the candidates visit, Don Sparks said. He
d~es not expect the process to be comphcated because of a general agreement
among the members about qualifications.
"I'm optimistic we will be able to
choose someone the board will be able to
get behin~ and start off on the right foot,"
Sparks satd.
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, previously confirmed expressing interest in the
presidency. However, he said he did ·not
apply and the board has not contacted
him.
"I did not officially apply. but I
expressed to the board my interest to
come and speak with them if they would
like to speak with me,'' Winters said.
Assistant Provost Tim Todd was also
mentioned as a potential candidate. He
said he had not heard whether he will b·e
part of the fmal three candidates and
declined to comment on whether he
interviewed in Nashville.
The 11 board members chose to serve
as the presidential search committee
after former University President F. King
Alexander left in January to take the
helm at California State University at
Long Beach.
The board will meet in executive session at 9 a.m. Monday in Nashville to further discuss the presidential search.
Members will meet at the Murray •State
Hopkinsville Regional Campus.
At the meeting, members will consider
applicants for president and the meeting
will remain in executive session.
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OPINION

Opinion Editor; Rockelle Gray
Ph one: 809-4468

Exemptions unfair to some students
Housing
standards
too stringent
Do you think liousing
exemptions are fair?
"Yes, I believe it's
fair because not
only does it
benefit married
couples.
but also students
from other
cultures."
Carrie Lordoer
frNhman, L.Duilvtle

"Dorm life isn't
the best of life,
and if you want to
move out with
friends, you
should be able."
Anckew GI'USIIWI
freshman, Louisville

"Yes. I think it's
fair under certain
circumstances."
Wess Youngblood
tophomore, Mayfield

"I don't think it's
fair because it
ffiakes it difficult
for regional tuition
students to live off
campus."

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
Undergraduate students have.
reached the poi,n t in the term in
which their focus turns to next
semester.
Which classes to take and professors to choose are just a couple of the decisions students
must make. Housing is not something all students can choose
because of the housing exemption requirements.
According to Housing documents, students must have completed four semesters - excluding
summers, reached their 21st
birthday before registration,
served in active military service
for two years, be married or
commute to school from home which has to be within 50 miles
of the University - to get an
exemption.
If you are a freshman or sophomore and do not fall into these
categories, your decision has
been made for you.
If you live out of state and
receive an incentive grant, you
must reside in the residential
colleges throughout your collegiate career.
The value of the incentive
grant for some out-of-state students is worth $1,375, according
to the Housing Web site.
Residential college students

In My

Opinion

graduate student,
Memphis, Tenn.

Caitlin Dunnagan /The News

Eric
Whitaker

www.thenews.org
Melissa Kilcoyne
Editor In Chief• 809-68n

Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor /Interim News Editor •
809-4468

student must wait for notification if they are exempted from
on-campus housing.
Meanwhile, juniors and seniors
are filling up the apartments off
campus, limiting the space for
other students.
The University unfairly penalizes out-of-state students and
underclassmen by not giving
them the choice to live on campus or off campus.

The Housing Office and the
University should address this
problem.
If students had a choice, would
there be a need for more residential colleges?
Should not the University
spend more money on repairing
the other residential colleges?
Or for a better solution, why
don't they eliminate all housing
exemptions?

Internet lottery scams want personal identification

Jessica FloraaeUl

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175

who receive the grant must also
retain a certain GPA. Undergraduates must keep a 2.3 GPA and
graduates must maintain a 3.0 to
keep the grant.
·
. To receive exemptions, students must submit a housipg
exemption
form,
summit
required documents and meet
with the Housing Exemption
Board.
After this e,xhausting proc~ss, a

Have you ever received an e·
·mail saying you won a random
drawing from a lottery you
never recall entering?
I received one such letter
from "Urban Lottery," and it
looked pretty darn authentic.
This letter was in professional
format, and it included informa·
tion about ~hen the drawing
was held and the criteria used to
access who was the winner.
It also gives detailed instruc·
tions on how to contact their
representative.
It even stated its presumed
mission, which is "to promote
the use of the Internet," supported by Bill Gates himself. It
ended with a friendly congratu·
lations.
My fl.rst impulse was "Hur·
ray!" After a while, however, I
took a second look at the letter.
It asked for my name, phone
number, social security number,
home address and way too many
other things just to establish my
identity.
Come to think of it, why the
heck would such a sensitive let·

ter be sent via the Internet?
Why not send it by UPS, and
make me sign for it, if they knew
so much about my identity
already?
Still, part of me wanted all
that money! How could crooks
be so clever that even I had trouble telling the difference?
Intelligently, I decided to
investigate the matter. I have
always been a tad suspicious of
people. I also just finished read·
ing "Canterbury Tales" b): Geoffrey Chaucer, which has a pardoner that cons the entire
British Isle by exploiting human
greed.
I jumped on the Internet and
looked up "Urban Lottery" and
"Urban Promotions International." I found no such organization, but rather a string of Web
sites insisting this group is in
fact an extensive scam operated
by a gang in Nigeria.
Many of these sites included
sample letters that were reported by fraud victims.
They looked very similar to
the one I received via e-mail.

Apparently, the Nigerian gang
takes the information you give it
and opens accounts in your
name, spending money on credit and leaving you the bill.
In the meantime, they begin
demanding money from you for
process~ reasons. It strikes me
that if I fell for the scam, my
strict coUege budget would have
died like shooting an old dog,
preventing me from completing
my education.
It is evil that they are willing
to prey on college students, but
they know the desperate are
more willing to walk a line
blindfolded.
If you receive letters promising you the moon, try to see if it
concretely identifies you. Seeing that so much money is
involved. fmd a online professional to help you negotiate over
the phone.
Finally, I have a bone to pick
with the lending industry. The
scam letter included personal
information regarding my
accowlt with Citibank.
I tried cont~cting Citibank by

phone to tallc to· someone who
dealt with investigating fraudu·
lent use of names.
The operator promised to get
me into the right department.
but then shifted me to another
processing group, this one
apparently in India.
All I got was, "What is your
credit card number?" in a for·
eign accent. For one reason or
another, they intentionally
avoided helping me. I tried a few
other banks, and they kept giv·
ing me other numbers that led to
no"(here.
It seems standard policy to
keep fraud victims at a distance. '
"Not my problem." Not only are
you stuck paying the bills, but
the company actually makes a
profit.
If they are not investigating
these things. then they might as
weU be accomplices to crimes.

Eric: Whitaker is a junior professional writer from MadisonviUe.

Rockelle Grey
Opinion Editor • 809-4468

Janet Robb
Ufestytes Editor • 809·4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 809-4481

Stephanie Buford
Advertising Manager • 809-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809-2998

The Murray State News strives to be the
University community's source for Information,
Our goal Is to present that information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and
debate.
The Murray State News is a designated
public forum. Student editors have authority to
make all content decisions without censorship
or advance approval. The paper offers a
hands-on Ieeming environment for students
Interested In joumallsm. The campus press
should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, its editors should
develop their editorial and news policies.
The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students. The first copy of The Mur·
ray State News is free. Additional copies are
available for 25 cents at 111 Wilson Hall.

_____
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Sidewalk witnessing derails students' path
''Ihave no choice but to walk past the Curris Center
on my way to Wilson Hall every day. ''

•••

In My
Opinion

President
Bush were
impeached?
President George W. Bush made a startling comment during a news conference
Tuesday.
According to CNN Web site, Bush said
"I bear the voices, and I read the front
page and I know the speculation. But I'm
the decider, and I decide what's best."
You know, ifs
funny that he would
say such a thing as
many Americans are
questioning his ability
as president.
As the President's approval rating
continues to fall,
many citizens are
waiting for the day
when he will leave
office.
That day could
come sooner than
expected.
Bush has made
numerous mistakes
Rockelie
during his presidency
Gray
and, Like Bill Clinton,
his second term is
turning into a disaster.
The war in Iraq has lost considerable
support since it began in March 2003. As
the number of fallen soldiers continues to
climb, citizens are ready for a finale.
There were no weapons of mass
destruction, yet we are still in Iraq.
Do Americans need a better reason than
that?
Irv Lewis "Scooter" Libby, former
White House adviser, is saying Bush
authorized the leak san,dal that put journalist Judith Miller mcontempt of court.
A New York Times journalist went to
jail because she would not reveal her government source.
I I would usually be supportive of Republican politicians. ln fact, I am a proud liberal Republican, but if one more scandal
breaks out, I am on my way to Democrat
land.
I am ashamed of the way Republicans
are representing themselves in national
and state politics.
Governor Ernie Fletcher, a man for
whom 1 voted, is another person I would
like to see leave office. His political campaign was about education, yet Murray
State was left out of his budget proposal
Now, because of his poor planning, I
must pay for it.
But, back to President Bush.
While I was a member of John Kerry's
"meet-up" campaign and sad he lost, I
decided l would give Bush a chance. After
all, what could be screw up?
I was wrong once again.
Bush's reluctance to accept responsioility for his actions is really testing my
patience.
Bush could be compared to other world
leaders who refuse to say they're wrong,
like Saddam Hussein.
In a relationship, if you do not admit
you're wrong, it will not last. So, why
should the leader of th~ free world not
admit when he is wrong?
!mpeachment Lc; the word I am shouting.
Why? Because I thiiik a president lying
about a getting a blow job is not nearly as
bad as lying about why we invaded another country and are still losing so many
American lives.
I have been frustrated for months, but
the fact that he said he was "the decider,"
really irritated me.
Do we live in a democracy or dictatorship?
I think the president of the United
States should remember the oath he made
before he took office.
"I do solemnly swear (or affJ.rm) that 1
will faithfully execute the office of President of the United States, and I will, to the
best of my ability, preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution of the United
States."
I am seriously doubting his ability to
lead. What interest is he protecting,
except maybe his personal family business in oil?
I am a complete supporter of the troops.
I believe they are supposed to follow the
commander in chief. I just seriously doubt
the instructions of the presiden~
What is his agenda? Is the American
public a part of that agenda?
If not, impeachment could be in Bush's
future.

RockeUe Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.

Christopher ·
Bodes

When I sat down to write this, another group of students tried
I thought I was going to write the same tactics - if members of
about my distaste for the Mur- the Alliance spoke of gay rights
ray State students who were and homosexual acts, or if athereading from a book called "The ists preached the evils of God
Good News" atop a park bench and Christianity.
1 have a hard time believing
near the Curris Center this
this kind of peaceful assembly
week.
I thought I would go into would be tolerated by Universidetail, condemning them for . ty administrators or members of
preying on passers-by who are religious groups on campus.
just trying to get to class. But,
I would like to think differafter I wrote an original draft, I ently, but I can't. Living in the
decided I wasn't against what Bible Belt for almost 10 years
now, I know how seriously
they were doing at all.
l realized I could not be a big some in the South take their
fan of the First Am~ndment and religion and their foolproof
simultaneously a big opponent beliefs.
of people using a college camI know some believe Christian dogma is the only faith syspus park bench as a pulpit.
Sure, I still disagree with the tem that is reliable and right.
message being read to students But that's not the point I want to
on their way to class, but I make. Simply, I want to discuss
acknowledge they have a right why I believe (eligion is a topic
to be there. Since they are stu- that should be hashed out
dents, they have just as much of behind closed doors. not in the
a right to stand in the middle of middle of a college campus.
I have always felt religion is
campus and share their beliefs
with their fellow classmates as something of a personal and prianyone else. ·
vate matter.
I wonder, though, how UniTo me, it is something that
versity officials would react if should be discussed between

friends, family and church
members at their own accord. I
don't think it's something that
should be forced upon others.
That's what bothers me the
most about witnessing.
I am OK with someone choosing to believe in God, Jesus and
the Bible, but I do not believe
that quoting scripture from the
Holy book in the middle of the
Quad is going to get a good
reception.
I don't think this kind of practice is going to cause the "lost"
to fmd God and repent. I don't
think this kind of badgering is
going to convince people to
change their religious beliefs,
either.
Yet, I don't have a problem
with sharing the gospel on the
grounds of a public funded state
university.
I don't have a problem with
the Gideons coming on campus
and distributing those little
green books to students as they
walk to class. That is because
there is no force.
For the past four years, I have
w:llked by the nice old men in

suits and said -no, thank you" as
they tried to hand me the New
Testament.
And, really, I don't even have
a problem with the Christ
Ambassadors passing out little
sheets of paper every Wednesday morning (as they did in the
past). Again, there's no force.
1 can respectively decline participation and go about my way.
I cannot, however, as easily
ignore these students who arc
reading the Bible to me llS I pass.
I have no choice but to walk
past the Curris Center on my
way to Wilson Hall every day.
• And, honestly, I don't think 1
should have to plan an alternate
path to and from class every day
just to avoid this noise pollution.
I'm glad these students have
no shame in professing their
beliefs, and 1 support their righl
to do that. 1 just wish they were
more humble in their approach.

Christopher Hodes is a staff
writer for The Murray State

News.
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In My

Opinion

Justin
Strayhorn
"LET YOURSELF
BECOME
INTOXICATED

WITH FEEUNGS
OF ACHIEVEMENT
AND WHEN IT'S
ALL SAID AND
DONE, JUST LOOK

AT WHAT YOU'VE
DONE. YOU'RE
ADDICTED."

Weightlift~ng becomes part
I am addicted to the lift.
Every night, I stick to the
same routine. I do my homework. visit my girlfriend,
watch TV and go to sleep.
However, before I slip into
unconsciousness, I remember
it ... my protein shake.
Now, instead of shrugging
and rolling back over, like I
usually do with everything
else, I pull myself out of blissful relaxation and drag my
body to the refrigerator.
I take out the milk and make
my shake. I force down this
horrible-tasting potion so fast
that when I lie back down, my
stomach begins to ache.
Now. why would anyone go
to so much trouble for something so insignificant?
Well, we'll get to that later.
l have four or five hours of
free time every day. I spend
half of that time in a gym.
Now, what's in the gym?
Well, nothing more than a
plethora of torturing devices
designed to tear my muscles
apart from one another and
cause me to ache, limp aod
sweat.
However, ifl don't enter this

place, if 1 don't pick up these
devices and partake in the
agony-creating activities, I
would be left with emptiness
in my soul.
Why would I be willing to
put myself through such suf·
fering everyday? Well. the
answer is simple.
As I said before, I am addicted to the lift. I can't help but
love the feeling of muscle
fibers stretching and stretching until they give into the
submission of failure.
I love the way I can't lift my
arms when I leave the gym.
I love not being able to walk
the next day. Yet, that still
doesn't answer the question,
does it?
Why do I love these things?
What is it that drives this
desired torture?
Am I one of those meatheads who walks down the
sidewalk .refusing to move for
everyone walking in the opposite direction?
Am I one of those vain jerks
who stares at himself in the
mirror for hours while flexing
his individual pectoral muscles?

of student's routine

No. I am simply someone were a month ago and the athwho has found pleasure in the letes we are today. It is this
most simple thing in the entire difference that gives us the
fortitude to run just one more
world.
I am addicted to progres- mile, to do just one more set,
sion. Progression means to and to swim just one more
develop to a more advanced length.
stage. What that means to an
This is what shuffles us into
athlete is the difference in run- the wellness center everyday.
ning a mile today and being
So, the next time you're pon·
able to run three miles two dering whether or not the
months from now.
workout scene is for you, keep
It is the difference in being in mind that the ease of walkable to bench 225 pounds ing through those doors everytoday and 315 pounds a year day does not come right away.
It is a slow first month or
from now.
Progression is the single two until you finally see you
engine behind my determina- have obtained that long-awaittion and persistence.
•
ed difference, that deeply
Now, don't just think that desired development. As an
this addiction is limited to me experienced
progression
addict myself, my advice
alone.
Progression is the drive would be to take that inspirabehind any of the countless tion and run with it.
Let yourself be~ome intoxi·
patrons running on treadmills
and picking up weights.
cated with feelings of achieveIt is the reason that so many ment and when it's all said and
commit so much of their time done, just look at what you've
and effort to something that, · done. You're addicted.
from an outside perspective,
seems to have no pay-off. It is
the reason we can't stop.
Justin Strayhorm is a physical
We are addicted to the dif- therapy major from Humboldt,
ference in the athletes we Tenn.
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.Web site concerns administrators Fuel prices could
Hughes also said Facebook . from the athletic director
gives users control over who war ning members to watch
can access their information what they post online.
"I understand that it could
by clicking on the "My Privacy" tab.
be a bad reflection on the Uni"At the end of the day, we're versity, but Facebook is a
Emily Wuchner
Not wanting the past to repeat
Assistant News Editor
itself, she does not post some just interested in giving as social network and I don't
ewuchner@thenews.org
information, such as her cell much control to our users as thln.k , they should hold us
liable," Mullins said.
• phone
number,
e-mail possible," Hughes said.
According to Hughes. about
Officials at the University of
Though many view Face- address, schedule or other
6,980 Murray State students Kentucky spoke to athletes,
book as a convenient way to items, on her proffie.
meet new people and commu"If you really want to get in are registered users and about asking them to clean up their
nicate with friends, some touch with me, you have ways 67 percent of them log in proffies and be careful what
they post.
administrators arc worried to do that," Seaborg said. every day.
Though Don Robertson' is
Scott Stricklin, assistant
about the risks that come with "Send me a message through
unaware of any Murray stu- athletic director fo r media
the Web site.
Facebook."
said
officials
Don Robertson, director of
Seaborg said she is not like- dents getting in trouble for the relations,
students
they
Student Affairs, said many ly to give out her credit card things they post on Facebook. reminded
campus administrators across numbers over the phone or other universities are inform- should make sure the informathe country are helping stu- the Internet and is more pro- ing students about the risks of tion they post online are
dents learn the risks and dan- tective of her Social Security P9Sting personal information things the student, the student's family and the university
gers of Facebook. To inform number. She also says by not online.
Many university athletic would be comfortable with
students at ·Murray State, posting information such as a
taken them posting.
Robertson sent out a cam- home address, she can protect . departments have
action because of the Web
"We wanted to make sure
puswide e·mail listing risks her family.
and potential hazards of using
Chris Hughes, a spokesman site, some forbidding athletes our student athletes under·
for Facebook, said the Web from joining Facebook and stood that they had a role and
Facebook.
"This is not an attempt to site gives students a chance to others removing players from responded to it properly,"
•
information teams for pictures or remarks Stricklin said.
put it down or not use it," exchange
He'. said the university has
Robertson said. "We just between one another and also posted.
Allen Ward, athletics direc- not ever experienced probwanted to put information out gives them maximum control
there to make students think." over what information they tor at Murray State, said Face- lems with information stubook is a topic that he is dis- dents post on Facebook.
While she enjoys looking at post.
Stricklin also said the unipictures and keeping in touch
"Facebook is the safest cussing with staff, but they
with friends, Alana Seaborg, social network on the Web," have made no decisions about versity randomly checks stusophomore from Las Vegas, Hughes said via e-mail. "We penalizing athletes for their dents' profiles to make sure
students follow the rules and
carefully chooses what infor- have a two-tier ed privacy con- use of the site.
Brett Mullins, senior from code of conduct.
mation she posts on the Inter- trol system. In the fllst, access
Said Stricklin: "We know
net.
to users' profiles is limited to Anchorage, Ala., said the head
When she was 19. she had only the other members of the baseball coach talked to play- they are going to handle themers and he received an e-mail selves properly."
problems with identity theft. educational community."

Facebook causes problems
for some student athletes

.

State whistleblower speaks against government
FRANKFORT (AP) - A state
whistleblower said Wednesday
he did not regret coming forward with evidence that led to
a yearlong probe into whether
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's adminis·
tration awarded state jobs to
political cronies.
Former Kentucky Transportation Cabinet personnel
manager Doug Doerting made
his first appearance before a
Franklin County special grand
jury handling the patronage
probe. Docrting said he felt an
"obligation" to testify since he
was the one who started the
investigation.
"From time to time J guess
I'd have some regrets." Doert-

f

ing told reporters at the
Franklin County Courthouse
where jurors were meeting.
"But looking back on it at this
point in time, I still think it was
the right thing to do and I no
longer have those regrets."
Doerting is a key figure in
the investigation into whether
the Fletcher administration
violated state hiring laws by
giving jobs protected by a state
Merit System to. political supporters when the governor
took office two years ago.
Doerting turned over hundreds
of internal administration emails and memos relating to
hiring decisions to the attorney
general's office last May.

So far, 13 current or former
administration officials and
associates have been indicted
for violating state personnel
laws. Fletcher issued a blanket
pardon for everyone who has
been or might be indicted ln •
the case with one exceptionhe did not pardon himself.
Prosecutor Scott CrawfordSutherland said Doerting's
appearance should be seen as
nothing more than the grand
jury continuing its work.
"I think it's self-evident that
he is a material witness to the
investigation, and it is appropriate for him to appear,"
Crawford-Sutherland said.
The appearance, Crawford-

1700 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-3003

Now accepting
reservations
for Fall 2006!
Where will you be living this
Fall? Murray Place offers
-=2- and 4-bedroom, fully
furnished apartments, each
with private bathrooms and
washers and dr.yers. Other
amenities in this luxury
student communi;fy include:
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community
events
• Clubhouse with ping

pong,poolandfoosball
tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness Center
• Cable package including
HBO and Cinemax
• All-Inclusive rent with
electricity, water, cable,
and high-speed internet
• Fall rates starting at $309!
www.MurrayPiace.com

Sutherland said, was Doerting's
first and was purposefully
timed.
"Those are decisions you
make based upon where you
are in an investigation and
what information you think
needs to be brought before the
grand jury," he said. "Those arc
the decisions that have been
made, and here he is."
The investigation is nearing
its e nd.' Prosecutors have
declined to say whether additional indictments are expected.
Doerting said his appearance
"was a matter of wrapping up
some loose ends" but again
declined further explanation.

affect airline travel
Students adapt
summer plans
to save money
Marianne Stonefteld
Staff Writer
mstonejield@thenews.org
With gas prices on the rise
and Comair air line pilots contemplating a strike, Murray
State students who must travel
long distances to their homes
may need to rethink their summer plans.
However, Chris Mclaren,
assistant travel agent at Far
Lands Travel, said there are no
direct correlations between
airline prices and her customers' travel plans. She only
discusses vacations with customers who plan travel by air,
so she does not know of any
driving vacation plans.
And though Comair has
threatened a strike against
Delta, its parent company, she
said there has not been a
change in airline prices.
"We never know that type of
information ahead of time,"
McLaren said.
The Saturday announcement of a tentative agreement
between Delta and its pilots
may avert a strike, but there
was no indication of progress
in the Comair negotiations.
The Atlanta-based Delta and
its wholly owned subsidiary
Comair, based in Erlanger,
ftled for bankruptcy protection
last year and said they must
have employee concessions to
stay in business.
Comair is seeking $8.9 million in wage cuts and other
savings from flight attendants,
who have threatened to have
their union can a strike if their
contract is voided.
Business, tourism and travel
organizations, airports and
other carriers are keeping a
close eye on Comair, which
operates 871 flights to about
108 cities.
Delta and Comair account

What We Pay For In a
Gallon of Regular
Gasoline
(February 2006)
Retail Price:
$2.28/gallon
Taxes
Distribution,
Marketing
Refining

Crude Oil

for about 90 percent of the
flights in and out of the Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport, Delta's second-largest hub. Delta is the
No. 2 carr ier at the Louisville
International Airport, and
Comair has five fljghts a day
from there to Cincinnati.
Airpons around the country
will not speculate whether
Comair should strike, but they
are monitoring the situation.
In 2001, a three-month strike
of Comair pilots cost the
northern Kentucky economy
an estimated $2 mi!lion per
day in lost spending by pilots
and passengers, and another $2
million a week lost because of
the 1,600 layoffs of other
employees.
According to the Energy
Information Administration,
the average price of gas in the
US on Monday was $2.78, up 10
cents from the week before,
and up 20 cents from two
weeks earlier. A year ago, the
national average gasoline price
was 54 cents less.
The Associated Press con·
tributed to this story.

•
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Board prepares
new objeCtives
for '06-07 year
Emily Wuchner
News Editor
ewuchner@thenews.org
With the school year quickly
coming to a close, members of
the Board of Regents have
identified numerous plans for
the 2006·07 academic year.
Terry Streiter, faculty
regenl, said welcoming the
new president tops the list of
goals.
"Our main goal is to see that
our new president gets started
on the right foot and be supportive of him or ber,"Streiter
said.
Streiter said one of the long
term goals is advocating the
restoration of funds the governor cut earlier this week.
Some of the money cut would
fund the restoration of
Franklin College.
"We want to continue
building new residential colleges," Streiter said. "Students
are used to living in better
housing than Murray State
has to offer."
Scott Ellison, senior from
St. Charles. Mo. and student
regent, said the board also
will oversee the construction
of Clark College and the new
science complex.
After more research and
student input, he also wants
to present plans for an
amphitheater.
Gina Winchester, newly
elected staff regent, looks forward to starting her new posi·
tion and working with the
new president.
"I am looking for a new
challenge. I was overwhelmed
by the support of the staff and
look forward to working with
the other members of the
Board of Regents to represent
the staff needs and move the
University forward," Winchester said via e-mail.
While it will take some time
for her to learn about the
Board, Winchester looks for·
ward to meeting the other
members.

"As I have
learned,
each board
member
represl.!nts a
very diverse
background,
and aU are
very strong
leaders,"
Winchester
said. ''I look
forward to
le. aning
Gina
more . about
Wmchester their leaderStaffRegent ship
styles
and serving with them to learn
the intricate workings of the
University."
Winchester said ~he plans to
work closely with the Staff
Congress and the administration to address concerns about
insurance and benefits.
With his term as chair of the
Board of Regents quickly winding down. Don Sparks said he
is unsure if he will keep his
position.
He said in order to remain as
chair, he must apply and then
be appointed by the governor.
"On both those counts I'm
unsure," Sparks said. "I am
unsure if I will reapply, -and I
am unsure if the governor will
reappoint me."
If reappointed, Sparks said
his main goal will be welcoming the new president and get·
ting the school year off to a
good start.
If he elects no.t to reapply,
Sparks said be will still be
involved with Murray State.
However, Terry Streiter said
the governor has not reappointed many positions in college boards throughout the
state.
"The likelihood, and no one
knows for sure, is that the chair
will not be reappointed," Streiter said.
Strciter said the governor
appoints a new member to join
the board. The board then
appoint:; a new member to
serve as chair.

photos courtesy of Facilities Management

Plans for the new Clark Residential College include private and group rooms and meeting rooms.

Students, officials break ground on new Clark
Marianne Stooefteld
Staff Writer
mstonefield@thenews.org
A handful of Clark Residential College
members dopned bard hats and wielded
shovels to break ground on the new Clark
Tuesday.
Students, faculty and community members attended the ceremony, which began
at 2 p.m., at the site on Waldrop Drive
behind Winslow Dining Hall. Those in
attendance included Rep. Melvin Henley,
R-Murray; Calloway County Judge Executive Larry Elkins and former state senator
Bob Jackson.
Steve Horwood, Clark College bead and
associate professor of industry and engineering technology, opened the program.
He said he and Clark members were excited about the opportunity to build a new
residential college, the first new building
on campus in 40 years.
"What this building will allow us to do
is incorporate what a residential college is
supposed to do," Horwood said.
The new University president will
receive a report that explains the residential college system, he said.
"It's a student transition from home to
the University," Horwood said. "When
they get here, it's a totally different story."
The building will house over 300 students and is scheduled to open in fall
2007. Horwood said the new facility will
allow Clark residents to host homecoming
events in the college, as well as Great
Beginnings e'vents and courses.
At the conclusion of Horwood's speech,

he introduced Kern Alexander, interim
University President, who said the
groundbreaking of a new residential college was important because it was the first
time a residential college bas been
replaced.
"When we first started with the residential college concept ." we thought it
would help ... students become a part of
the University," Alexander said. "We
thought and we hoped our retention rates
would rise."
The council structure of the residential
colleges encourages students to take leadership roles, as they are run "like a city,"
he said
Murray State ranks 8 out of 503 universities in percent increase in retention and
graduation, though there is no exact evidence of an effect of the residential college system on retention rates.
"What transpired was beyond our
expectations," Alexander said. "We do
know that the ... idea of a residential college system ... has created a portion of our
high status."
He said when University officials first
began discussing the residential college
concept, which began in 1996, it was difficult to understand, and he almost let the
idea go. Student support encouraged him.
"The students carried the ball," Alexander said
The new Clark is the first in a series of
new residential college buildings, with
new buildings for Franklin and Richmond
on the way as well as other renovations to
the system.
"We're going to have a grand building

here,'' Alexander said. "In the future we
won't just have eight."
Miranda Morris, Clark Residential College Council president and junior from
Pinckneyville, Ill., also spoke to the audi·
ence.
She said Clark's members were pleased
their college was chosen as the f1rst to be
replaced.
"We are very excited about the
prospects of n new residential college
building;• Morris said. "We look forward
to the new building for several reasons."
Clark's programming will be more successful with a new building, and it will
encourage involvement and foster a better
sense of community, she said.
"We will find a home away from home,''
Morris said.
Quava Clark Honchul, niece of Lee
Clark for whom Clark College was named,
also attended the ceremony, sporting a
Clark College t-shirt
Her uncle served in the state legislature
when Murray State was founded and was
instrumental in the University's location,
the Murray State alumna said.
Honchul is proud of her uncle's legacy
at Murray State and said she utilizes Clark
memorabilia, such as writing pens. every
day.
"If it hadn't been for him, it would not
be here," Honchul said.
Chris Hopper. Residential College
Association president and senior from
Nashville, and Scott Ellison, Student Government Association president and senior
from St. Charles, Mo., also spoke at the
ceremony.
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(From left) Seniors Will Cox, Jamie Frazier and Kyle Shirley have played together in every men's golf tournament since they came to Murray State in 2002.

Senior golfers continue special bond
Nathan Clinkenbeard

ranked the 2002 Racer freshman class the fourth

Sports Editor

best in the nation.

nclinkei!Mard@thent'Ws.org

Fun. Tough. A privilege. Those are the words
senior golfers Will Cox, Jamie Frazier and Kyle

Beginning Sunday, the men's golf team will be

Like Shirley, Fra;ier did not have many

in Paducah for the Ohio Valley Conference

options in tenl}s of schools at which he could

Championship. The three seniors know this is

play golf.

their best shot to bring home a title.

Shirley use to describe their four years as Murray State student-athletes.
As Head

Co~ch

Eddie Hunt's first recruiting

class, these three golfers have bonded to form a
fellowship that goes beyond the neatly trimmed
fairways and undulating greens of a golf course.
Frazier said there's always one constant with the
three seniors.
"If we do something, it's pretty much us three,"

Despite being high on the leaderboard on sev·

" The three of us are probably closer than the rest of
the guys. We like the same
things. We do the same
things. We just enjoy being
around each other. "

Frazier said. "I mean, the other guys arc there,

eral occasions, the three seniors have never tast·
ed a league title. The men's team has not won a
championship since 1991, but Cox said the five
guys who have composed the Racer team for the
past three years have all the confidence in the
world.
"We know we can (win), so obviously we feel
we can go out there and beat all those guys," he
said. "It would be awesome to beat 'em."

WillCox

but It's pretty much guaranteed that us three are

Senior men's golfer

going to be there. If it's something like playing
cards or whatever."

want to collect before calling it a career.

Cox is a member of the Country Club of Paducah, where the teams will play the OVC Champi-

"(Hunt) was pretty much the fitst person to

onship.

The trio actually competed against each other

talk to me, and it was the best deal," Frazier said.

He said it might be a little bit of an edge, but

for their respective high schools in western Ken-

"We both live like 30 minutes from (Western

because of the course's difficulty level, the

tucky. .F razier and Shirley were from rival

~entucky),

advantage is small.

and they never called us."

schools in Glasgow and Fountain Run, and they

However. if it was not for Western Kentucky

Shirley had a chance to win the individual title

competed against each other frequently on the

coaches failing to pick up the phone, the three

during the championship at the Country Club of

golf course.

seniors never would have gained the relationship

Paducah two years ago. He said since that tour-

they have now.

nament, his focus has been altered.

"We played at the same clubs, so we talked and
played together/' Shirley said. "He was the one

"The three of us are probably closer than the

"I know all of us have been working bard to

who really talked me into coming here. Coach

rest of the guys," Cox said. "We like the same

play good, so we don't let each other down,"

recruited him flrst, and he was like, 'Here, talk to

things. We do the same things. We just enjoy

Shirley said. ;·It's not just ourselves. It;s not indi-

this kid.'"

being around each other."

viduals anymore. I know sophomore year when I

Hunt knew he was getting outstanding golfers

Cox, Frazier and Shirley like each other

was out there leading the tournament, I was

but also realized there was much more than just

enough to make plans to stay together after grad-

thinking more about myself than these other

athletic talent with the three.

uation. They plan to play golf somewhere after

guys, and it shouldn't be that way."

"They're all good friends, and I think it's made
my job a lot easier, a lot more enjoyable," Hunt
said. "We're almost like family. We're that

college and live together so they do not have to
bear the financial burden alone.
"We're privileged enough where we're close
enough friends, and we can go try events some-

close."

For three days, the focus will be solely on the
team, and the three seniors said they just want to
be in it on Tuesday, so they can have a chance
for victory.

..

With Cox. from Paducah Tilghman High

where and live together," Shirley said. "There

Cox. Frazier and Shirley have done a lot

School, Frazier and Shirley, Hunt had three stu-

are so IMDy places we can go like Florida, North

together during their four years at Murray State,

dent-athletes that would become a mainstay of

Carolina, Arizona."

but come Tuesday they want to carry home the

Racer golf for the next four years. Hunt brought
in

th~ee

golfers skilled enough that Golfstat

Before the three come up with any future
plans, they have one piece of hardware they

ave title -

the one thing they have not had the

chance to experience collectively.

The Sports Line...
TV Events

Murray State Events

Tonight: WGN @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: FOX @ 7 p.m.

Today: M Tennis @ 10 a.m.

Saturday: Baseball @ 1 p.m.

MLB Baseball
Cubs at Cardinals

NASCAR Racing
Subway Fresh 500

OVC Tournament
Murray State vs. Samford

Reagan Field
Morehead State at Murray State

Saturday: ESPN @ 11 a.m.

Sunday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

IndyCar R¥=ing
Indy Japan 300

Sunday Night Baseball
Braves at Nationals

Today: W Tennis @ 2 p.m.
OVC Tournament
y State vs. Jacksonville State

Sunday: Rifle @ TBA
Newkirk Invitational
Murray State at Tennessee Tech
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Garners can
patrol sidelines
with EA title
EA Sports didn't contact me for input
into its next sports gaming revolution, but
it was almost as if it was reading my
arind.
.
When 1 flip on my Playstation 2, there's
usually a sports game inside, whether it's
baseball, pro and college football or college basketball. I've shared in previous
columns the tirades my parents and
friends have witnessed when I'm in my
own little sports world, but a new game
coaring out in June could justify my outbursts.
Europe has gone crazy over a game
putting the player
at the helm of a
soccer team. The
game emphasizes
running your team,
but the games are
ultimately important There's a lot
into running a professional football
team,
including
practices, strategies, tr ades and
tons more.
Now,
America
Nathan
can experience the CUnkenbeard
European hysteria
Sports Editor
with the game NFL
. Head Coach. 1 almost wet my pants when
I saw this game was being produced
because this is exactly what I've. always
wanted in a game.
We've all been weaned by playing the
actual games, but there's so much more to
professional and collegiate athletics. So
many behind-the-scenes things occur that
I would love to control.
Games have included owner and career
modes, making garners micromanagers of
a sports team of their choosing. This
makes the experience better than anything out there. In NCAA Football 2005,
I've completed more than 20 years in my
college football dynasty, .making stops at
Kent State, Notre Dame and UCLA.
Before you think I don't have a life, (OK, I
really don't) I simulate the vast majority
of the season because I love the recruiting.
Video games have become more indepth over time, but this takes the sports
genre to a whole new level. Sports addicts
constantly yell at their teams to give
advice as to bow the game should be
played. Now, garners can be the one in
charge of a professional football team in a
way that's never been experienced.
The game will have ties to the Madden
franchise, but in Head Coach the user
does not control the players once the play
has been chosen. Of course, the coach
calls the plays, but it's up to the players to
execute.
I yell at my television because I have
something psychologically wrong with
me, and this game won't help. I don't really see many calm coaches with jobs in the
NFL, and if I'm playing this game, I'll
probably have the intensity of a head
coach.
Of course, anything I do wrong will be
my fault since I am the coach. The irony
of me yelling at 3D figures on a television
screen is that I'm the one controlling
what they do.
Look for me in a local insane asylum
within the next year or so. My parents
already have been checking on good institutions in my hometown.
During game day, besides calling the
plays, the bead coach is in charge of talking to players. The coach can call over the
quarterback if he's been having trouble on
the last few drives. He can decide what to
tell the quarterback and what he should
focus on for the next play, series or entire
game.
Game day obviously is a small part of
this game, but it's certainly important so
the player can keep his job. Like the Euro•pean soccer version, NFL coaches are
involved with many behind the scenes
aspects..
I've always wanted to be in control of
my own team, and now EA Sports has
made my dream a reality. My gosh, I have
issues.

Nathan Clinlcenbeard is the sports editor at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments

to nclinlcenbeard@thenews.org.

Melissa K•lcoyne/The News

Junior Lauren H ughes lines up a drop in the OVC Championships Wednesday in Ledbetter. The Racers tlnisbed third.

Racers t¥e 3rd at OVC·Championship
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org
In third place after the Ohio Valley Conference Championship's ftrst
round, the women's golf team could
not manage to catch the top two
teams and finished right where they
began.
The women ended with a team
score of 318 in Wednesday's final
round to beat fourth place Tennessee Tech by U strokes overall
Jacksonville State conquered the
par·72, 6,178·yard Drake Creek Golf
Course in nearby ledbetter for their
second straight OVC title.
Head Coach Velvet Milkman said
she and her team always believed
they could win the title despite being
behind in the third round.
• • !.'O bviously, Jacksonville State is

never been in that position before.
She'll defmitely be back in that pos ition though next year."
Senior Ilka loubscr fmished her
final season seventh in the OVC
Championship with a 231.
Fellow seniors Julie Bennett and
Ashley Kelbough tied for 21st and
33rd. respectively. Junior lauren
Hughes also competed and tied for
25th.
The Gamecocks were in second
place behind eventual runner-up
Eastern Kentucky, but an OVCrecord 300 ln the second round
vaulted them into the lead where
they never looked back.
In the final round, the Colonels
could only make up one of the six
strokes they were down to lose by
five.
Jacksonville State's Shanellc Howell used a final round 2-over-par 74

to beat Eastern Kentucky's Kelli
Warner by one stroke for the individual title. Warner finished tied for
second with Jacksonville State's
Mercedes Huarte.
Austin Peay was fifth, Eastern Illinois placed sixth and Samford and
Tennessee State rounded out the
field seventh and eighth, respective·
ly.
Milkman said it will be hard to say
goodbye to the four seniors on this
year's team. Three competed in the
OVC Championship. April Steenber·
gen was unable to compete because
of injuries.
"Their leadership will have an
influence on our players for years to,
come," she said. "This group may
not have won as many championships as some of the other teams,
but that is not to say their contribution was insignificant."

Men's tennis defeats Austin Eea¥ to end season
Teams prepare for OVC Championships
AutumnBoaz
Staff Writer
oboaz@thenews.org
After four straight losses,
the men's tennis team pulled
out a 5-2 win Monday against
Austin Peay in its last regular
season meet of the season.
The Racers finished the
season 4-5 in the Ohio Valley
Conference and managed to
land the sixth and final seed
in the OVC tournament.
Head Coach Mel Purcell
said he was confident his
team could compete with the
other contenders.
"What I've been telling my
guys is that we just have to
be ready," .Purcell said.
"We've lost about three (regular season matches> that we
could've won. We could
have easily been 7-2 or 6-3. It
could have been a lot better,
but we're still in the hunt."
Before Monday's match,
the Racers shared matching
3-5 records with Morehead
State and Eastern lllinois.
However, because the Racers defeated both teams in
the regular season, Murray
State's spot in the OVC tour·
nament was reserved regardless of the win over Austin
Peay.
Because the match did not
affect the OVC standings,
Purcell said his te am was
able to relax.
"'t was really kind of good
going in there knowing you
didn't have to win, but you
want to win a match you're
. playing four days before
you.r tournament,'' Purcell
said. "You want to be sure
you're playing good."
The Racers kicked off
Monday's match with a win
in doubles competition.

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget - Custom Installation
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such a good team, but there was
never a time where we thought we
were out of it," Milkman said. "We
knew we would have to play near
perfect, and they would have to give
us some strokes. I thought we were
ready to play today."
Junior Christi Baron led the Racers with a fifth place finish and a 13over-par 229 for her three rounds.
Baron was two shots off the lead
with one round left, but she ft.nished
with a 6-over·par 78 losing by four
strokes.
She began the third round at 5over-par through six holes, but Milkman was able to talk to her on the
seventh hole. Baron was able to calm
down and finish a solid round.
"Christi had a great tournament,"
Milkman said. "She got off to a nervous start in the final round which
was understandable since she had

Jeff Slinker!Thc New>

Sophomore Hunter Gerlach shakes hands with his UT-Martin opponent in a
recent match. The Racer tennis teams begin the OVCs today in Nash ville.
Junior Dmytro Hryhorash
and junior Fadi Zamjaoui
defeated the Austin Peay
pair 8-6.
Murray State fell at No. 2
doubles but picked up a victory by default in the third
doubles match of the day,
giving the Racers a 1·0 lead

after winning the doubles
point two matches to one.
To kick off singles play,
Zamjaoui notched a 6-2, 6-3
win at the No. 1 singles spot
against Ankur Singla.
Hryhorash picked up
another singles win at the
No. 2 spot 6-2. 6-3. ·

~~ · ~ · 'ntt
~Nutrenal~
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705 Main St. (U.S. 641)
Hazel, KY 4:W49

Sunset Boulevard Music

492-6144

1109 Cheslnut St. • NeJCt Door to Werdy's
Hours: Monday · Saturday, 10 am . · 6 p .m
PIIIIM; 753-0113
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Murray State dropped its
next two singles matches,
but added a 6-1, 6-2 win from
junior Jeff lester at No. S singles. Junior Clayton Clark
won the last singles match of
the day by default.
Friday, the team will play
third-seed Samford at 10 a.m.

in Nashville in the first
round of the OVC tournament. Matches will take
place at Centennial Park,
weather permitting.
Samford ended the regular
season with a · 7-2 OVC
record and 12·7 overall. The
Bulldogs defeated the Racers
4-3 in their last meeting April
7.
Tennessee Tech holds the
No. 1 seed in the men's tour·
nament, and Jacksonville
State, Samford, Tennessee
Martin, Eastern Kentucky
and Murray State follow.
UT
Martin,
which
remained undefeated in the
OVC during the regular season, secured the No. 1 seed in
the women's tournament.
Samford follows.
Murray State's women's
team ended the season 8·2,
moving to third place in the
OVC. The Racers will face
sixth-seed Jacksonville State
Friday at 2 p.m.
Head
Coach
Connie
Keasling said the two teams
had similar chemistry and
both would come ready to
play.
''The Jacksonville State
players are a lot like us."
Keasling said. "They have
some experience, but they
also have a lot of youth trying to gain experience. In the
first round it will be two
young teams having a chance
to play in the OVC tournament. It will be fun and
exciting for both teams to be
able to play and that's what
it's all about."
The men's and women's
championship matches take
place Sunday. The men's
match begins at 10 a.m., and
the women's match begins at
2p.m.

__ ,__
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ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC GUITARS
AMPS - KEYBOARDS & MORE

m<Anstreetguitars.com
Tuesday- Friday 10 am. - 5 p.m. • Saturday 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
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Men, women
enjoy shopping
.sprees
Shopping is one of my favorite activities this time of year, but I don't mean the
kind of shopping that's done in a mall. My
type of shopping involves the purchase of
new kinds of baits and fishing accessories.
I have several local merchants with
whom I do business. 1 like Kentucky Lake
Outdoor World in Benton. Jeff's Outdoor
World in Draffenville, Judy's Fishing
Depot near Briensburg and Baits and
Bullets in Aurora.
It's easy to find
nlmost anything needed for fishing in one
of these stores.. If one
needs something out
of the ordinary, it's
possible to order vir·
file photos
tually anything con·
Contact drills prepare Racei-s for today's Blue-Gold game.
nected with the out· .
doors from one of several mail-order companies.
Warren
Cabela's and The
King
Bass Pro Shop arc Outdoor columnist
two of my favorite
mail-order houses.· When I receive n catalog from one of these companies, I am like
a kid with a Christmas wish book. 1 am a
real sucker for all they sell. ,
Two or three times a year, I make a pilrices are fast paced and the intensiJustin Sims
grimage to the "mother church" of out·
Staff Writer
ty is very high."
door stores - the Bass Pro Shop in
jsims@thenews.org
Although the spring workouts
Nashville. I also have shopped at the orighave gone well, Griffin said he still
inal Bass Pro Shop in Springfield, Mo., and
As spring practices come to an needs some answers.
others in Duluth, Ga., and Destin, Fla. In
"We've bad some nice slirprises
end for the Racer football team, the
fact. with the growing popularity of outplayers and coaches have a better in our talent, but there's still lots of
door activities, Bass Pro Shops are open·
idea of where their team stands question marks in the depth chart,"
ing in locations throughout the United
and what possible challenges lie Grlffm said.
States.
While every team deals with
ahead for the fall.
A visit' to a Bass Pro Shop location is
This is the case for the Racer uncertainties on its roster at this
more than a shopping trip. It provides
football program, which had its last time of year, the possibility of
entertainment and educational opportuni·
week of spring practices this week. injuries, a realistic concern for
ties. All locations have a huge aquarium
The team's four~week spring football teams, remains.
stocked with local fish.
"Staying healthy is such a chalworkout schedule will end at 7
For example, the Nashville store fea· .
tonight with the annual Blue·Gold lenge for every football team,"
tures an aquarium with freshwater fish,
Game at Roy Stewart Stadium. It Griffin said.
such as crappie, bass, bluegill and other
The Racers, looking for their
will be the lSth and final practice.
common fish species found in lakes and
First-year Head' Coach Matt first Ohio Valley Conference
rivers throughout the South and Midwest.,
Griffin said the team bas shown a championship and NCAA playoff Racer players take a breath between drills at a recent spring pracThe Destin store's aquarium is filled
considerable amount of effort this appearance ~e 2002, still have a tice. The NCAA only allows football teams IS spring practices.
with saltwater fish, such as red snapper,
spring and there's been little about lot of work to do after spring pracamberjacks and king mackerel. It is really
tices end and when fall practices
which to complain.
quite a thrill to see these ftsh close up.
"We've had some peaks and val- begin.
, Many time~ experts will b~, ayJ,iWb_le1 ~!,
"After the Blue-Gold game. we'll
--~ ley_s," Griffm said. 'Tm pleased
the Bass Pro Shep toodemonstrateJ~ffipe.r
with our effort. It's just important start working on conditioning and
techniques in fishing and hunting skills so
to finish faster than we started,' so workouts," Rush said.
one can be educated while shopping.
that's what we're trying to do."
He added he feels confident
It is incredible to see the tremendous
Ben Rush, redshirt freshman about the team's chances for sucfishing tackle variety, hunting goods and
tight end, said the effort level has cess in the fall.
camping supplies that are available at the ·
"I feel really good about next
·been high, and the new MSU
Bass Pro Shops. I am interested in St
coaching staff has pushed them season," Rush said, "I've never
Croix and G Loomis Rods. Every model is
worked this bard."
continuously to new heights.
stocked in good measure at these stores.
'!It's been very challenging, it's a
The team will host a cookout
I also like to shop for unusual baits and
lot different," Rush said. "The before the annual Blue-Gold Game
lures. and that is no problem at the Bass
expectations · of the coaches has and all Racer fans are invited to
Pro Shops. Their shelves are full of every
attend.
been higher.
·
conceivable type of fishing device.
The cost is $6 per person and
"They push us in every category
The Bass Pro Shops sell much more
and taken us to a level that we did people planning to attend should
than fishing tackle and hunting equipnot realize we could reach within contact the team's secretary, Diana
ment. The stores feature a wide array of
ourselves. The pace of the prac· Waller in the Racer football office. Players begin practice w ith a warm-up drill while coaches watch.
apparel as well. Every hunter or fisherman is trying to make a fashion statement
whether he or she will admit it or not.
Columbia is a brand name with which
the fashion-conscious outdoors person
wiU be familiar. Columbia manufactures ,
items such as rain gear, jackets, coats of
women's novice was Georgia in
ern came in third at 8:05.8.
all sorts, hats and shirts, just to name a
Finishing behind Murray State third place, with a time of 8 :24.2.
few.
Fourth place was Kansas (8:25.3),
were Miami and Wake Forest.
Another hot outdoors brand is Under
Although the varsity wome~'s Jacksonville Stat~! came in fifth
Armor.
Clothing with this name tag will
team finished fourth in the finals of with a time of 8:26.0 and Louisville
make
anyone
ruggedly chic. The great
the event, McLean said he thought finished sixth in 8:38.9.
thing about many of these clothing lines is
it was an opportunity for the team
The men's rowing team also
the fact they can be worn in the field or at
to make some adjustments.
made it to the finals at the event,
work and look great either place.
The Racers fioished second in
"Fourth place is a wake-up call." fini shing in sixth place.
Justin Sims
I would urge anyone to.. take a trip to
Staff Writer
their semifinal heat with a time of Coach McLean said and then
Mclean said making it to the
Nashville and check · out the Bass Pro
jsims@thenews.o",g
7:57.7 and finished 2.2 seconds added, "This is healthy for the pro- finals was a goal the men's team
Shop because oae visit will get you
behind Nova Southeastern.
gram."
needed to conquer and that the
hooked. It doesn't matter whether you
The women's and men's rowing
Senior Rachel Hopper, native of
The MSU women's novice-four team. much like the women's varsiteams competed in the Southern Newburgh, Ind., thought the fmals boat team competed at the event, ty team. had really good heats but , like hunting or ftshing. It's a great experi·
ence that you will not .soon forget.
Intercollegiate Rowing Association race for the varsity team was not too. They finished second in the weren't able to get the job done in
• Championship in Oak Ridge, Tenn., the team's best showing.
finals with a time of 8:18.2, which the finals .
Saturday. Each Racer team made
"We've raced better before than was 8.7 seconds behind the first·
"They made it to the finals. It
the ftnals, but had limited success.
we did in the fmals,'' Hopper said. place Miami Hurricanes.
was long overdue for them,"
The women's varsity-four boat "I felt like we could have done
The Racers won their semifinal McLean said. "They had fantastic
team placed fourth in the finals, things better. There were some heat in 8:11.5 and advanced to the heat races and semifinals. but in the
finishing at 8 minutes, 18.2 seconds. things that fell apart. It was really finals.
finals they fell back at around the
"We did very well in the heats close."
McLean was enthusiastic about 4000 meter mark,"
and the semi(finals)," Head Coach
The fmals race was close for the the team's performance.
Next, Lhe teams will take part in
Bill McLean said. "In the final race, women's varsity team because only
"They did fantastic, I was very the Midwest Intercollegiate Rowwe didn't row our best. I think if we 5.6 seconds separated the Racers excited for them," McLean said. ing Regatta Saturday in Omaha,
would have done in the finals how from first place W illiam & Mary. "They got to race some very fast Ncb.
Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
we did in the heats. we would have Kansas State finished second with a schools."
The teams have only two events
The Murray State New's. E·mail comments
gotten first."
time of 8:04.8, and Nova Southeastto wking@thenews.org.
Finishing behind the Racers in left in the 2006 season.

Football scrirrullage
.
ends spring season

Rowing teams excel in heats, fall short in finals
Fewer than 6 seconds
separate top 4 teams
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'Breds take series win from Colonels Throwers fmish day
with 6 top-10 places
at Indiana State ,meet

Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@thenews.org

Murray State's bats awoke from a season-long slumber' last weekend when the
'Breds scored 13 runs in three consecutive
games and won two of them.
The 'Breds (10-27, 3-9 OVC) took two
out of three games on the road at Eastern
Kentucky 08-14, 7-4 OVC), the fJ.rst rime
Murray State has won a conference series
•
all season.
Thirteen was the 'Breds' number of
choice for the weekend, defeating the
Colonels 13-9 and 13-2 in a twin bill on
Saturday and falling to Eastern 16-13 in a
hitfest Sunday.
The two victories marked the team's
first consecutive wins since the 'Breds
four-game winnirtg streak from March 813.
Even the wisest of prognosticators
could not have foreseen the Murray State
offense coming to life against, of all opponents, the Colonels. Before the series,
Eastern Kentucky led the Ohio Valley
Conference in pitching.
"Baseball's not a game you can always
put your finger on," Head Coach Rob
McDonald said. "At Eastern Kentucky,
almost all the balls we hit well were hits
and some we didn't hit well were hits. It
was just a really good offensive weekend."
The 'Breds hammered out 38 hits Saturday. In the first game. Murray State
jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the fust two
innings before blowing the game open in
the third, scoring five runs. Three of
those five runs came on senior outfielder
Brett Mullins's three:run double.
Freshman third baseman Tyler Owen
went 3-4, drove in four runs and scored
three.
In the second game, senior Andrew
Bishop pitched a complete game, giving
up only two runs and allowing just seven
hits.
The 'Breds went into the fourth inning
with a 3-2lead and proceeded to score six
runs in the inning. Senior outfielder Lincoln Kent capped off the fourth for the
'Breds with a three-run home run. Murray State scored four more in the fifth
inning to go up by the fmal score of 13-2.
The 'Bred offensive burst did not carry
them past the weekend, however, as they
were shut out while managing only three
hits Wednesday at Evansville. The Purple
Aces put runs on the board in every
inning except the second and third en
route to a 10-0 victory.
McDonald · said what happened at
Evansville was the exact opposite of the
team's offensive fortune against Eastern.
"We didn't swing the bats great at

put with a throw of 40-3, and
freshman Magie McKay in the
high jump with a leap of 5-3.
Junior John Gorey placed
lOth In the s.ooo-meter run
with a time of lS minutes, 45
seconds for the men's team.
Head Coach Derek Chavis
said Robinson and Champion
have
shown
significant
improvement throughout the
·season and helped strengthen
the team's field events competition.
"Our strongest area is our
throwers." Chavis said. "I think
we have one of the better
throw cores in the conference.
Obviously, we could use more
sprinters and more jumpers.
and it would be nice if we bad
our distance runners back in
competition. but that's not the
reality of the situation right
now."
Chavis said injuries continued to hinder the team's performance in track events.
However, with 17 members on
the men's roster and 23 on the
women's, he said the team was
at a disadvantage before the
season began.
"Ideally at division one, in
order for you to have a team
that's going to be able to be
competitive among other
teams you have to have a roster of at least 30 to 35," Chavis
said.
Chavis said 16 recruits are
lined up for next year's women's team, and the men's team
has six prospective recruits.
"It's good to have strong athletes, but really, you need
depth," Chavis said. "If you
have an ability to score people
in as many events as you can,
that's bow you pin ground in
track and field. You need depth
more so than just a few good
athletes, and that's what rve
trl~d to do for our team ls
bring depth."
The Racers travel to
Nashville today to compete in
the Vanderbilt Invitational.

AataDIIIBoaz
Staff Writer
~henews.org

Evansville, but we swung them a lot bet~
ter than what the stat sheet would indicate," McDonald said. "We've got to
develop more consistency, do a better job
of manufacturing hits and runs when it's

not coming so easily."
The 'Breds return home this weekend
to host Morehead State. Both Saturday
and Sunday games begin at 1 p.m. with a
doubleheader Saturday.

The men's and women's
track and field teams traveled
to Terre Haute, Ind., last weekend to compete in Indiana
State University's Pacesetter
Invitational.
The women's team finished
fourth in the five-team invitational, and the men's team was
left to fill the fifth and final
position of the meet.
Two throwers. Sophomore
Dominique Robinson and
junior Chris Champion. each
bad three top 10 finishes in
field events.
In the women's competition.
Robinson finished second in
the shot put event with a throw
of 45 feet. 1 inch. She added a
third-place f"mish after a 130-8
throw in the discus. Robinson
also picked up a sixth-place
fmish in the hammer throw
event.
Robinson said her success in
her individual events had
given increased her confidence
throughout the season.
"It's given me a better
focus, "Robinson said. "It's
made me put my goals at a
higher level and it's gi~en me
the self-confidence I need to
know that ftrst and second
place in the OVC is within
arm's reach."
She also credited her success
to her teammates.
"I've had a lot of support
from the other throwers,"
Robinson said.
For the men's team, Champion picked up where Robinson
left off, picking up a sixthplace fmish with a 46-7 throw
in the shot put event. Champion also added an eighth-place
finish in the hammer throw
":lfi(f 4 I:Hiith p!l~e finish In
javelin.
Other top-five fmishers for
the women's team were sophomore Shameka Dial in the shot

.

•
Help us recogn1ze
outstanding University staff!
MSU Staff Excellence Awards
nomination fonn

.

Anyone can nominate University staff members for this award. A nwdmum of four nominations, one
within each employment categOf)'-HCrecariallderical, general, facilities manapm.,t, execudvelrnanacerlall
professional, may be submitted by each Individual. If two or mor. nomination fonns are submitted they
must be enclosed in one envelope.
Nominees must have been employed at MSU for at least three years. Past recipients are lneliJible.
Nominee's Name

.

Position Title

.

•

.

..

Nominee's Department

Phone No •

Please describe the nominee with respect to the characteristics listed.

BBQ .SALE.!
WHOLE. CHicnN
1/1 CHicnN

PORI< SANI>WICHES
~

BY THE. POUWI>

--

Kroger's p·ar((ing Lo+
Saturday, Al'ri( 1.1.
9 a.M. • Jl. I'•M.
For ~ore info contact Rvan · Po(·
czynffd e 61 8·559·8882. or
rvan.,o(czvntfde~urravttate.edu

~

Characteristics
-------·

--

.

Comments

-

Positive attitude

~

--

-

Self-motivated

~live

-

·~-

and frlend_ly

---.-

-

_ _ _Trus~y and honest

r--

Resp~ed

I

~~dable

-- --_

.LOCA110W:

--- -

bY._Qther ~n]?_loye~

R~ted

by students

-·
-

---- -

+--

~

_Qommitment and s!_rylce to M_SJL__

-If you wish to clarify the abov~ comments or provide additional information ~ attach

a separate sheet to this fonn. PIMae be advlaed that we
things over and above the normal call of duty.

are lntei'Mted lHtty In thoae
~

I
Offl6e Phone No.

Your Name

.

Your Signature

tiome Phone No.

-

/

Relationshi(! to Nominee
(co-worker, friend, supef'Visor, student, etc.)

I

I

Date

'

Nominations must b~ . received
before 4:30 p.m. Friday, May 5
/

This form may be 8C088I8d online at
htlp://www.murraystate.ed\AIIndlr/staffcon.htm
Mail completed forms to Staff Excellence Award,
2001 University Station, Murray, KY 42071
Awards will be presented at the S1aff Recognlllon LunCheon In August.
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~
Ufestyles Editor: janet Rohh
Assistant Ufestyles Editor: Elizalx-th Cawein
Phone: 809-446M
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Cindi Cripps/wntributor

Shannon Lynn, sophomor e &om Bowling Green holds a long note during the song •we both reached for the gun' during the Si.s!Da Sigma Sigma program ' Chicago.'

Organizations compete with song,
dane~ to win 48th All-Campus Sing
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org
Singing show tunes, Disney songs
and oldies, contestants in Sigma Alpha
Iota's All-Campus Sing swung their
hips on the concrete steps of Lovett
Auditorium Wednesday.
This year marked the 48th anniversary of the; .cvcQ,t, ~c.b pits 1 ~~gapiza·,,
tions against each other in competition
for trophies and cash prizeS. The fraternity awards prizes to the winners in
each of the independent. residential
college, fraternity and sorority divisions.
' Kristen Shepard, senior from St.
Louis, Mo., and Christen Jones, junior
from O'Fallon, Ill., served as co-chairs
of All Campus Sing committee.
"It seems like it's bigger and better
this year," Shepard said...We just keep
adding more things and crowd
pleasers."
The two co-chairwomen recruited
the football team to sing the Murray
State fight song during intermission.
The football team's rendition had been
a tradition for the event in the past. so
Shepard and Jones decided to bring it
bac.Jc.
They also announced the Student
Government Association, the Residential College Association and the student council election results during the
program, a tradition that began last
year.
The SAls began the event by holding
hands and lining Lovett's steps to sing
"The Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale."
"Let your voices rise in dedication,"
they sang in harmony. "Sing we now to
Sigma Alpha Iota."
A long string of fast-paced medleys
followed the sorority's sweetly sung
opening piece.
To win All-Campus Sing. the organi·
zations needed to score well in music
ability, stage presence, look, crowd
appeal, choreography and creativity.
Many groups went to great lengths to
impress the judges in these categoric~.
With themes ranging from "Rent" to
"Candy" to "Jabberwocky," the contes·
tants pieced togethl.'r Broadway- and
pop-culture inspired melodies. The

Prata1dty Dlvlsloa
lst: Sigma Phi Epsi.km
2nd: Alpha Sigll\a Phi

· SUrodty Divllloa
1st: Alpba Gamma Deka
2nd: Alpha Sigma Alpha
3rd: Sigma Sigma Sipla
White College group scat to "Trashing
the Camp," the Alpha Sigma Phi men
popped their collars to "Fun, Fun, Fuc"
and the Tau Kappa Epsilon members
threw roses to the audience after they
sang "Time of my Life."
The event also turned into a twisted
fashion show as groups donned wild
costumes for their segments.
For their "Jabberwocky" piece, the
Honors Program wrapped themselves
in plastic vine~ and weeds and strapped
fairy wings to their backs. Hester College cross-dressed for their summerthemed piece, garbing women in swim
trunks and men in grass skirts and
coconut bras.
Sock and Buskin borrowed from the
1980s as they sported leather skirts,
torn jeans and fishnet stockings for
their rendition of "Rent."
SAl and Phi Mu Alpha closed AUCampus Sing with their own medleys.
Phi Mu Alpha sang their own adaptations of Boyz II Men songs, and the
SAis paid homage to Madonna by
twirling fedoras and waving feather
·
boas as they sang her hits.
SAl awarded the top three groups in
each division with trophies. and the
Alumni Association donated $300,

$200 and $100 prizes to the first, second and third place winners, respectively.
The Honors Program won the independent category by putting Lewis
Carroll's "Jabberwocky" to music.
Brandi Townsend, senior from Parsons, Tenn., choreographed the dreamlike medley.
"We always try to stick with a really
nerdy theme~· .:rownsend said, "Wr.
thought that •this would be something
really neat that we could do."
After showing off their coconut bras
and pretend surfing skills, Hester College won the residential college division with their "Summer" medley.
Lindsey Harlan, junior from Russellville, directed.
"I think this year we had a really
good team," Harlan said. "We had a lot
more guys than normal, and that was
really interesting and neat to work
with."
Sigma Phi Epsilon converted the
Lovett steps into a boat for ~heir piece.
"Sig Ep Yacht Club," and earned themselves first place in the fraternity category.
"We just thought that sailing would
be a fun theme for the spring," said
Reed Clapp, freshman from Mayfield,
who directed the group. "It was fitting
just to go out and do something fresh
and new."
Finally, for their creative version of
songs like "Lollipop" and "Candy Girl,"
Alpha Gamma Delta won the sorority
division for their piece, "Candy." Jackie
Oswalt, freshman from Paducah, and
Casie Janet, junior from Cape
Girardeau, Mo. co-directed the Alpha
Gams.
"We were just trying to think of
something fun - laid-back," Janet said.
"Obviously, we all love candy."
All-Campus Sing served as a fundraiser for SAl. Half of the proceeds
raised from raffles, penny wars and
entry fees will be used to fund scholarshlps. The organization will send the
other half to their philanthropies, Bold
Note Music and People to People.
"I think it went phenomenal," Kristen
Shepard said. "We really sped things up
this year and kept things moving, and I
just think it was a great performance."

•

Mch~sa

Kilcoyne/The Ne•.vs

Kristen Shepard, senior &om St. Louis, sings a Mad onna hit
while her Sigma Alpha Iota sisters sing badcup.

Melissa KiiCQyne/The News

(Fro m right) Josh Douglas, freshman from Grant City, ru.,
Ashlee Hardman, freshman from Paducah, and Lyndsey Staples, freshman &om Haubstadt, Ind., perform a scene from
the broadway show ''lbe Producers.• ·

Melissa Kilcoyne/The News
Cindi Cripps.tcnntrthutor

'lbe men of Phi Mu Alpha sing a melody of Boyz U Men songs during the closing ceremony •

.. .... _gc-

..

Alwimus Stephen Keene dances with Kan Mantooth, freshman from Owensboro, as Alpha Omiron Pi performs.

• I
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This Week
• Today_ _
Women & Men 's
Worth
5 p.m., Wize Consult-

Students raise money for Character Counts
Class helps promote
program awareness

ing Services will present a program, hosted by CAB and SGA,
Marvin D. Mills Multicultural Center

Rob yn Smith
Play
Staff Writer
7 p.m., "How
Learned to Drive," rsmith@thenews.org
mature
audiences,
Buying snow cones and soda did more
students free, general
admission $8. Actors' than help students beat the heat Tuesday
Studio Theatre, third but also contribute money and help raise
awareness for the Character Counts
floor, Wilson Hall
Coalition of Murray and Calloway County.
The Youth and Non-Profit Leadership
Baseball Game
290
class sponsored the program. entitled
1 p.m., Thoroughbreds play Morehead Cookout for Character, in front of Carr
Health. Students sold concessions and rafState, Reagan Field
fled off gift-baskets and a 10-wcek personal training session with Tung Oinh while
Play
trying to finance a year-long Character
7 p.m., "How
Learned to Drive," Counts billboard in Murray.
Lindsey Harlan, project president, said
mature
audiences,
students free, general she thought the program served its puradmission $8, Actor~· pose.
"The purpose is two-fold: to raise
Studio Theatre, third
money for Character Counts and also to
floor, Wilson Hall
raise awareness about the program itself,''
she said.
Harlan, a junior from .Russellville, said
Concert
2 p.m., The MSU even if passers-by just asked questions
about the purpose of the event and didn't
Orchestra will perform, free admission, sp~nd any money, it still spread the word
about the program.
Lovett Auditorium
According to the Character Counts
Web site, the purpose of the coalition is to
CAB applications fortify the lives of America's youth
through the six pillars of character: trustd ue
worthiness, respect. responsibility, fair12 p.m., Applications
. ness. caring and citizenship. They hold
must be in the SGA

• Saturda

• SundaY.

w:::&!btj

--

.....__

• Monday_

Page Davis, sophomore from
Frankfort, makes snow cones
Tuesday during Cookout for Character by the Carr Health Building.

Thai students sell food as part of the Character Counts fundralser. The
You~ and Non-Profit Leadenblp class sponsored the event.

that these six pillars distinguish right from
wrong and define the essence of good
character.
The coalition began nationally in 1993
and came to Murray with Pella.
ln Murray, Harlan said, volunteers
teach Character Counts as part of the curriculum of the city and county elementary
schools.
Catherine Lanier, alumna and member
of Murray's Character Counts, came to
the event to judge the poster contest.
"I believe the cookout is a great start to
raising awareness about Character Counts
on Murray's campus," Lanier said.
Lanier thinks the program is an impor-

tant part of school curriculum because it
teaches character without offending political, racial. religious, gender or socioeconomic sensibilities.
"These pillars of character are what we
want to build our community around," she
said. "That's why we think it's important
for everyone in the Murray/Callaway Co.
community 'to be involved.
"And since Murray State is such a big
part of the community, we want everyone
on campus to be involved as welL"
Lanier said although Character Counts
focuses mainly on school children, it also
extends into other fields.
"My involvement teaches character in

:~~f;,~;:.::: Fraternity follows
Phillip Dishon
St~ff Writer

lO a.m., "lemonade on pdislton(i~•thenews.org
the Lawn for Life,"
Women's Center will
Brotherhood.
sell Lemonade and
This word best represents the
food to benefit a members of Murray State's
breast cancer victim, Gamma Upsilon chapter of
Carr Health lawn
Sigma Pi fraternity.
Jarrod Heltsley, junior from
•Wedn~y Calhoun and president ohhc fraMeeting
ternity, said the chapter was offi5 p.m., SGA Student cially founded in 1968. Since
Senate will meet, then, the organizationJtas been
Barkley Room, Curris building the character and attiCenter
tude of its members by living the
group's motto.
"We've got one quote that, as
president.
I try to (use to create)
Concert
a
positive
mental
attitude." Helt8 p.m., Symphonic
Band will perform. sley said. "'What the mind of a
free
admi!lsion, man can conceive and believe
the mind of a man can achieve."'
Lovett Auditqrium
. Heltsley said this shared atti·
tude sets the fraternity apart
from other Greek organizations.

• Thursda

• Frida

Op er a Workshop
Scenes
8 p.m., free admission,

THE QUAD

photos by jacquehne Jordan!oonrributor

small business environments, since I'm in
small business and I have no connection
with the school system," she said.
Programs such as the third annual Character Counts Celebration held March 4 in
the Curris Center, the Character Counts
Fitness Challenge and the Cookout for
Character help raise campus awareness.
"When you look at how much just thls
one class has learned about the program
and about how important it is to build
character, it shows that we arc reaching
members of the campus community,"
Lanier said. "Hopefully, they will take
what they've learned and expand it to
their other areas of study and interest."

motto of achievement, brotherhood

The Ufestyles section
showcases a weeldy
series featuriag soda1
Greek
ol'j8•lzatlo•
aDder tile lllttiti. .idty,
P.nbeiJenlc aad Natl.obal

Pan-helleDic coaadla.
Up ne'.1d weeki
Iota Pbl Tbeta

"Sigma Pi, to me, has made
Murray more of a home. than a
place to go to school," he said. "I
feel like our brotherhood. as well
as the opportunity we get from
our nati\Jnal (organization) ... bas
really given us a good opportunity (to unite)."
Heltsley said these opportunities have allowed him to become
a responsible leader and support
from alumni and brothers bas
helped during this phase of his
life.

"Fraternities are run like a
small business," Heltsley said.
"(Being president has given) me
a mid-point between being a student and going out into the working environment."
Kent Clouse, junior from Calhoun, serves as the philanthropic
and social chair of the fraternity.
Clouse said this same focus on
brotherhood drew him to the fraternity.
"1 came out to a lot of different
(rush events)," Clouse said. "I
felt really at home here. They
just felt more like family than
anyone else. They were really
good guys that treated me with a
lot of respect and that's why I
joined.
"I think (Sigma Pi has) a really
good brotherhood here. Someone is always going to be there
for you."
Aside from creating bonds
between members, Clouse said

the fraternity also does a lot to
support the community. He said
the organization supports the
American Red Cross as their
national philanthropy.
"All the money that we raise
goes to the American Red
Cross," Clouse said. "(Fall Fest
is) our main philanthropic event.
Last fall we gave $1,500 to the
Red Cross."
Clouse said Fall Fest was the
organization's only major pbilanthropic eveat. •
•
He said his fraternity brothers
put an end to that last spring by
starting an annual kickball tournament.
Clouse said this year's toumament, which starts at 11 a.m. Saturday, focuses more on bringing
a more diverse variety of participants from campus, including
both Greek and independent
teams.
Aaron McGee, freshman from

Benton. said he will help with the
tournament
this
weekend.
McGee said the tournament will
include entertainment, music,
food and beverages for competitors and onlookers.
McGee said the event will be
fun and also help the national
philanthropy.
"It makes me feel real good
because it's the American Red
Cross and they do so much for
us," McGee said. "It makes me
feel good that I can give a Jittle
something back for what they do
everyday."
Jarrod Heltsley said students
interested in rushing Sigma Pi
are encouraged to participate in
the fall and mid-semester rush
opportunities.
Heltsley said membership is
based on academic involvement,
personal and communication
skills and extracurricular activities.

SQUAD by Robert Duckett

Performing Arts Hall

• A ril30
Festival
The Kentucky Music
Teachers Association
will present a keyboard festival, Performing Arts Hall

Mule Sale
1 p.m., preview begins
at 10 a.m., free admission, E.xpo Center
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Bel Air Center • 908 S. 12th St. • Murray

Call

us at 767-0020 or 767'-0025 and

pre - order your meal t o dine - in or carry out.

J(liN US SATlJRl>AY, APRil~ 22 ,
I;<>R LIVE JAZZ.
•110 MAll\' STREET (ON MORRAY'S TOWN SQUARE)
OPEN TUESDAY- SA'T'UROAY 11 AM- 8 PM

•APPmztllS

•GENEJW. Tso's

•SouPS
•CRAB RAHGOOH

•HOMEY CHICkEN

CHICKEH

•BBQ RIBS

•HOT PAM CHICI<EM
•COCKTAIL SttRu.\P

•Mussru

•SALAD BAR

•CHICJ([M OM A SnCk

638 N. 12TH ST. 8E'IW£EHGOODY's AHD Oma DEPOT • 753-3788
MOHD.AY - THURSOAY 10:30 A.M. - 10'30 P.M.
fRIDAY & SATURDAY 10:30 A.M. - 11 P.M. • SUNDAY 10'30 A.M. - 10 P.M.
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Slap-stick overkill smothers real laughs in 4th film
Review

The choice of films being parodied also hurts
the movie because of a lack of timeliness. "War
of the World s" and "Saw" represent the movie's
Staff Writer Phil Dishon writes the movie reviews.
primary targets, while older movies like "The
, Grudge" and M. Night Shyamalan's "The VilAs long as Hollywood keeps cranking out
lage" also take a fair share of heat. Addition:Uly,
ftlms, director David Zucker will be spoofing
Academy Award winners "Brokeback Mounthem.
tain" and "Million Dollar Baby" fall victim to the
The most recent installment of the "Scary
film's unoriginal senst! of humor.
Movie" series is no exception to Zucker's cineThe resulting film seems slightly outdated.
matic style. However, where other parody films
How many gay cowboy jokes can American
deliver the comedic goods, "Scary Movie 4"
moviegoers withstand? Everyone has been
holds back, resulting in an uneven and poorly
chuckling at Tom Cruise's insane, obsessive
timed mess that rarely flirts with comedic
behavior for nearly a year. Do we really want to
genius.
see it parodied in a drawn-out, anti-climactic
"Scary Movie" scream queen Cindy Campbell
photo courtesy of scarymovie.com end sequence? Not me. No thanks.
(Anna Faris) moves into a house overflowing
came
in
1980's
"Airplane!"
and set the standard
"Scary Movie 4" begins with a surprisingly
with ridiculous paranormal activity, and Tom
Ryan (Craig Bierko), Cindy'.s new neighbor and · for all parody movies to come. Years later, Zuck- original and hilarious "Saw" scene featuring Dr.
love interest, brings his estranged children over er repeated this success with "The Naked Gun: Phil and Shaquille O'Neal. From this point on,
From the Files of Police Squad!" Sadly, "Scary the film becomes one poorly timed joke after
for a dysfunctional weekend visit.
Meanwhile, an army of evil alien "tr -iPods," Movie 4" falls into the collection of films that another. Sure, viewers may occasionally giggle,
but real solid laughs are as scarce as the film's
which Jigsaw-esque invaders pilot, rise from just don't make the cut.
This reviewer understands that a franchise plot.
beneath the earth, harboring a grudge against
like "Scary Movie" can never be looked at in a
One of the films greatest accomplishments
humanity and a thirst for revenge.
As President Harris (Leslie Nielsen) and the serious light. With that said, the fourth film in comes in the field of special effects. The alien
United Nations search for a means to stop the the series provides very few substantial laughs. "tr-iPods" easily rival their counterparts from
invasion, Cindy discovers the key to defeating While fart jokes and slap-stick comedy might "War of the Worlds," creating a very impressive
the alien menace rest.c; with one man in a seclud- amuse some, overusing these elements kill p roduction quality for the spoof. Furthermore,
numerous opportunities for insightful, original the sets and scenic design realistically mimic the
ed rural village.
original films flawlessly.
Zucker's greatest cinematic accomplishment laughs.

The acting in "Scary Movie 4" helps to spark
a few laughs, with Nielsen flawlessly reprising
his role as a bumbling, inconsiderate American
president. Despite his lack of screen time,
Nielsen owns every scene in which be appears.
T he man is a comedy legend who can easily
adapt to any comedic situation no matter how
unfunny it is.
The rest of the film's cast makes due with ·
what they have, but most of these performances
become lost in a mix of toilet humor and perverse jokes.
Fans of the first three "Scary Movies" need
not pay any mind to this review. You will fmd
the laughs you crave. Just don't expect any more
sequels.

ll/2 out of 4 film strips

Zero film strips: Save your cash
One film strip: Catch it on TV if you're bored
TWo film strips: Rent it
Three film strips: Head to the box office
Four film strips: Hello Criterion Collection

Numerous little hassles create ·more stress than larger events
JanetRobb
Lifestyles Editor
jrobb@thencws.org

It's crunch time.
And with the end of the semester
rush to finish projects comes stress.
Christin Yates. senior from Collierville, Tenn., said she knows stress
well because between taking 19 and 20
hours each semester to graduate in
three years, she is involved in many
campus activities and tends to procrastinate on papers.
"That really stresses me out a lot,

just keeping up with classes and
school work and trying to keep my
GPA up," she said. "I work well with
deadlines and under pressure (but) fd
rather stay up all night writing a paper
than write it two weeks before."
Yates said she also constantly volunteers for things, which sometimes
adds' more stress.
"I'll volunteer for anything and ru
tell everyone yes to stuff," she said. "l
like to stay busy and I like to stay
stressed out because I don't Like to be
bored and sitting around not doing
anything."

~~llliiiiiiiiiiii---~This

Stephanie Muller. assistant professor in psychology, said waiting until
the last minute to flllish projects produces a greater amount of stress than
taking the time to plan.
"Time management is incredibly
important to managing stress,'' she
said. ''If you have a lot of stress you
need to start organizing your time in a
much more manageable fashion."
This way the stress is spread out
instead of coming all at once. Muller
said in addition to procrastinating,
people tend to focus and worry about
small things rather big hassles. She

said the little hassles then build up
over time and cause more stress.
"Research has suggested that contrary to popular belief that daily strcssors, kind of these little hassles that
can add up across time actually can be
more detrimental to mental and
health in general than the big life
stressor that people tend to focus on,"
Muller said.
The recent tornadoes in the area
are an example of big life stressors.
Being caught in traffic or forgetting a
paper are minor hassles, but they add
up, she said.

"I think it's the little things in life
that probably shouldn't matter that I
stress out about," Christin Yates said.
"It's the little things that add up and I
let them add up and I let them stress
me out"
She said she listens to soothing
music to help her relax, but taking
time out for herself and reading also
helps.
Said Yates: "As long as you're
healthy and you have a good family
and surrounded by good friends, then
you don't have anything to stress
about, and you need to realize that."

Week in Entertainment - - - - --

• Albums

• Box Office

• SOD§S

• DVD

• Books

• Website

L Me and My Gang

1. Scary Movie 4

LBadDay

L Fun With Dick and Jane

L The Da Vloc:l Code

illwWpress.com

2. The Cbronlc:les ofNamia
- Wldesc:reea

Dan Brown
2. Prior Bad Acts
Tami Hoag

Rascal Flatts

Daniel Powter

2.Jc:e Age 2

2. Nowll
Various Artists
3. KiDg
T. I.

2. Temperature'
Sean Paul

...........__..,1\,l,)L_.W

4. High School Muslc:al
Soundtrack

3. The Bencllwarmen ' • ...~~ 3. Whirti Know
T.I.
4. TheWUd
4. You're Beautiful
S. Take The Lead

Various Artists

S. Gr eatest Hits Vol 2:
a eo ec:ted

¥':.1

II)

llr.•

James Blunt
S. Be Without You
Mary ). Blige

3:- KiDi Kong - Widescreen

4. The Chronlc:les of Namla
- Full.sc:reea
S. The Cbronlc:les of Namia
Speclal Edltloa

Tim McGraw
Sou~ce: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500

Source: Billboard.com

Source: Bestbuy.com

M#Jate" Auc,_,
to Raise Money fJ

This Web site features numerous flash cartoons of Foamy
the Squirrel. The neurotic ani3. n e Sth Honeman
mal likes to complain and
James Patterson and Maxine cause trouble for those around
Pastro
him. For those who would like
4. The Tenth Clrc:le
memories of their visit can buy
Jodi Picoult
shirts, COs and books from the
S. The Bouse
store or can download one of
Danielle Steel
two desktops. For those who
would like to spread the word
of Foamy, they can join
Source: nytime:..com Foamy's Card Cult.

APAR'fMENTS
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RENT

Ill

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eycwear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

• $325 a naonth
• all appliances
• IBR
• lease
• no pets
270-753-4937

MSU Employees
We accept.your insurance
for your eye exam.

I 0 7 N . 41 ll St .

DR. KEVIN M. ADA.MS • OPTOMETRIST

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE
Have 2 steel buildin~ for sale at HUGE
DISCOUNT. One is a 25x30 to USf' as a
DISPlAY building. Call Now to save
thousands! 1-8()()..222-6335 ext.6000
Lakefront Log Home, $99,900 N~
2000 5qft. log home on L-.ke Cumberland, KY. Jamestown/ Russell Springs
are.1. I~~ time available April22ndt 8()()..
770-9311 cxt.S6
---~-

Looking to own land? Invest in rural
ocrcage throughout America; coastal,
moumain, waterfront properties. 20 to
200 acres. Free, monihly Special land
~: 'f":!!W.Iand-wanted.com/~·

Wolff Tanning Beds: Buy direct and
S,we! Full Body units from $22 a month!
Free color catalog. Call today!
www.np.etstan.com 1-8{)()..84_2-1_305
for Sale: Established Bowling Grtoen
bastod laundry and dry cleaning business
with J lo<"<~tions. Contact Frank St.
Charle~. Hunt Business Brokemge270..202·5263 .

-----

Attention Homeowners: D1splay HOIT!C$
wanted for vmyl siding, w1ndows, !'OOk,
kit<"hcns. Guaranteed financing! No
Payments until Fall2006. Starting at $99
month CaliJ.80()..251.o843
TN· Swan Ridge Lake Resort oo Dale

Hollow Lake. a private, gated communi·
ty. Enjoy the best of both worlds... La kt....
vi~ and Mountian-view Homesites.
(911)24)-4871 www.swanrldgf'd<>vcl·
opmentcom
Find affordable rental housing on
wwv..KyRents.orgl Free searching, free
ltstin~sl Provided by the Kentucky
Housmg Corporation. Equal Housing
Opportunity._ __
SAWMILLS from onll $2,7951 Conwrt
your LOGS TO VA UABLE lUMBER
with your own Norwood portable h.lnd
sawmill Log Skidd~ also ,JVailahle.
free
www.norwOOdindustries.com
inroonallon: 1-800-578-1363 extlOON
Hunt Elk, Red stag, buffalo, whitetail,
Fallow· Guaranteed hunting license $5.
Season 8125106-3/31107. We have a nogame, no-pay policy. Book nowl Days
.114-209-9800 Evemngs 314·:293~10

HELP WANTED
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: Need
mature, detail oriented individual (or
Louisville, east-end office. 9-S Mon·fri.
Strong phone and computer skills
required. Medical background a plus.
SIOihr. minimum. Fax/ email resume:
S02·339-1383, gpdCinsightbb.com
Sell the HOlTEST product in insurance
history! $0 Premium Medicare Advan-

tagc w/Part D Included. Compk'lc line
of life. health, & mortgage protection
products. •Earn $t,2S0.11,000 weekly,
•t.eads provided. •No prospecting or
cold ailing. •work 3,4,S d.tys. •vety
h1gh dosing. •uictime K'!lewals. life &
Health license required. Call
1-866224·8450 ext.120J
Trillium Industries in Louisville, KY h.t~
openings for Production Sup..rvisors,
Electronics repdir h.Khs, QU<lllty tl"<hs,
IT Specialists, and EnginN'rs. (2nd, 3rd,
&. weekend shifts). Fax to 502·240.0927
or ematl resumes to donna.t.lulehrilliumv.m.com
Delta Trucking School: Accepting
Trainees for Wemef, Swift, CR England;
ochers! t 6 day CDU $0 down. stUdent
linandngl Tuition rcimbu~t avail.
Job placement asst. Mon·Sun
1·80().883.0171 x6
Our top driver madl.! $67,S80 in 2005
running our Ohio Region. How well
would you dol tlome most WN'kendsl
401 kl Blue Cross/ Blul' Shit>ldl I ye.:tr
OTR experience required. lieartl.:tnd
Express 1·800-441· 49'i3 www.he.trt·
landexpress.com
Dnver· Be home every Wi!£·kend! & 1·2
timt'SI week. Eam up to $SO,OOO first
year! Regional Flatbed deliveries. ClassA CDL & 6-months tractor/ trailer Cl<perience req'd. Wabash Valley transporta·
lion,
Inc.
800-246·6305
www.wvtonline.com

Driver- New pay package, high freight
volume, Starting rate 40c..'Pm arid higher,
Hometime Guaranteed. full benefits,
assigned trucks, 6 months Cl<peticnce
required 800-«t-1271 cxt.KY.J 00

Permits, Qual..com. No touch freight!
Company Drivers, Check us out.
1·80().879·2486 x286

Drivers· 'Aiig 2500 mi per week. •starting pay up to 42 cpm with yearly avg
Driver. No Cl<pffienn:, No problem: over S47k. •Great Benefits. •Dedicated
Tuition p.~id training. CDL· A in 2 112 & OTR openings. 'lease purchase with
weeks! Tuition reimhu~ement for · SO down.
1·8<J0..2JBrecent graduates! Must be 21 . Call CRST HUN!_~fl Suhi to dsl COl e~p reqd.
Van Expedited. 800·553·2778.
Drivers- CDI..-A. Home every weekend.
Driver: Owner Operators, High Freight Excellent pay and Top benefits. Six
volume, up to 74% to truck. Average months experience with school
wt!E'kly f't'wnue 011er $2,773. Average reqwred. Total Logi~tic Control: A step
v.eekly all miles 1626, ireight your above (877l662·9977/ www.totallogistic.com
choice. 800-441-4271 ExtKY-100

Driver, Owner Operat01'5 Only: Average
S1.201 mile. Home weekend. No fom.'d
dispatch. Plate program. Older trucks
wekome. Quick Start. Call Max at T&T!
' ..80().s 1 1.0082

Drivers Nc«fcd; Class A&B In Louisville
& Georgetown KY. Dcdiated and local
&!liveries. FT & PT available. {lyr recent
exp
requiredl
866-270.2665
www.abdrivers.com

IIDRIVER Trainees Nt'ededll $975
weekly +benefits. COL & Guaranteed
job in 16 days. Motd, Me.tls & transportation provick~ . Home weekends,
no layoffs. No mont>y down,
1-866-372-9154.

Experienced/Inexperienced drivers: No
COL, No Problem! Swift Transportation
needs drivers. local available. Experi·
enccd- Call Jamie, lnexperl~nced· Call
Cameron 888-'i03-51Sl

Drivers- Attention Company OTR Up to
.SOcpm with experience, b<•nelits. qual·
ity hometime +Refrigerated RegionaV
Dedicated positions available for upper
Midwest. Call 1-800-879·2486 x286
Drivers- Attention Owner Operators!
Earn up to $1 .41ml. Free Ba5e Plates,

TRAVEL
Panama Gty Be.x:h. Sa~iper Beacon
Beach Resott.. From $49 ( 1-2p. or arrive
Sun/,\.1oo- Free Night. expires 511 7106,
restri.:tlons). Pools, River ride, suites.
800-488-8828. www.sandpiperbea-

con.com

EDUCATIONAL
Earn Degree online from home •Med·
ical, •Business, •paro~leg.ll, •computers,
*Crimmal Justice. Job placement. Com·
puter provided. Financial aid If qualify.
(866)858·2121 www.onlinetidewa·
terte<:h.com

HEALTH
New Power WhCI·Ichairs, scooters.
Absolutely no cost to you. Call toll free
1-866-346-4046

,

MISC.

We Democrats N!ve 1M chance to help

bring our troops home. Jim Bloink. •
War Vet, Is lhe only First District andidilte for Congresa who a ils
for our military to lea~e Iraq now.
Ninety·nine mem~rs of the House of
Represenlatiws agree. We ~ do our
pari to end this war. Volunteer •t
bloinkvolcthotmail.com

Y~INm

$$CASH$$ Immediate ash for structured settlements, annuities, law suit,
mortgage notes & C!5h flows JG Went·
worth #I 1-800-794-73 I 0.

THENEWS.ORG
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